Annual reports of the town of Seabrook, New Hampshire for the year ending December 31st, 1981 as compiled by the town officers. by Seabrook Town Representatives





For the Year Ending December 31st
As CompOed bv the Town Officers
COVER: Interior of the Charles Fogg Store, South Main Street, about
1905. The Charles Fogg Store was located on the north side of South
Main Street between the Rand Church and Worthley Avenue. It was the
west ell to the house now owned by Ronald and Mavis Eaton.
This photograph shows Charles Fogg standing behind the scales in his
grocery store. The scene provides an example of the appearance inside
the small country stores of this era. Notice the barrel filled with
potatoes, the lamp chimneys resting on the shelves and the bananas
hanging from the ceiling. A stove pipe extends across the room to
the chimney and vertical bars cover the back window to ward off
burglars.
On December 6, 1875, the following account was reported in The New-
buryport Daily Herald: " Charles Fogg, grocer of South Seabrook, had
his store entered by burglars a night or two since, the thieves cut-
ting the putty from a pane of glass. They were frightened away be-
fore they could take much plunder." This perhaps explains the bars
across the back window.
Charles Fogg (1830-1912) was the son of Richard Fogg (1806-1877)
and Mary Phil brick Chase (1810-1882). He was raised on the family
homestead at Fogg's Corner, Hampton Falls, and was taught the trade
of shoemaking. In 1853, he married Sarah Ann Johnson. They had one
child: Augustus Fogg (1853-1940).
Charles and Sarah were divorced several years later, and on May 9,
1864, he married Huldah Ann Dow (1828-1897), the daughter of Elihu
Dow Jr. (1800-1864) and Charlotte Eaton. Huldah 's father died
several months before the wedding. He had been a merchant, operating
a general store from the family home on South Main Street. Upon
their marriage, Charles moved to his wife's home there and resumed
the business of his father-in-law, which Charles continued until late
in his life.
Mr. Fogg served as Seabrook 's Representative to the General Court in
1877 and 1878. He also was a constable in 1852 and a hog reeve* in
1853.
*A hog reeve was a locally elected official whose reponsibil ity is
defined by the following act of the New Hampshire Legislature on
June 16, 1791: "That it shall be the duty of the hogreeves... to see
that all swine going at large be yoked and ringed as the law requires.'
This photograph was provided through the courtesy of Grace, Harvey
and Huldah Fogg. The narrative was prepared by Eric N. Small for
the Historical Society of Seabrook.





For the Year Ending December 31st
1981
As Compiled by the Town Officers
"t
WILLIAM H. DURKEE, more recently of Hampton Falls, resided at
Seabrook for about 40 years, and certainly left his mark. He came
from Lynn, Mass., purchased a Lafayette Road farm-home and started
retailing from a farm stand which gradually became the first super-
market in the area.
His independently conservative Republican philosophy won him no
political friends or backers but he served three terms as Represent-
ative to the General Court from Seabrook without party assistance.
He initiated several adopted statutes, including the ban on hunting
while intoxicated.
While serving as school committeeman he modernized the first
(Sanborn) school here with central heat and running water. After
moving from five buildings to a central school site he 'sold" a
sizeable adjoiningplot to the School District for the taxes due. He
later purchased an eight-room abandoned school building and tried
to convert it into a youth center, but was thwarted by vandals.
He served the town as Selectman, using his business acumen in
cutting corners and budgets; while a member of the first budget
coimiittee here he sponsored several amendments to the Act.
He ' sold' for $1.00, 100 acres to the Bailey Co. of Amesbury,
Mass., with the proviso a manufacturing plant would be erected, and
ibhat Seabrook residents would be favored for employment. He was most
influential and helpful- in establishing the first school dental clinic
and was the driving force in chartering the Seabrook Lions Club
with nearly 50 members.
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TOWN CLERK Three Year Term
Virginia L. Fowler 1984
SELECTMEN & ASSESSOR Three Year Term
Earlene U. Locke 1982 James S. Eaton 1983 Walter I. Randall 1984
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS Three Year Term
Eric N. Small 1982 Bruce G. Brown 1983 Gary K. Fowler 1984
TAX COLLECTOR Three Year Term
Frederick B. Felch 1982
TREASURER Three Year Term
Carol L. Perkins 1984
ROAD AGENT One Year Term
William E. Felch 1982
CHIEF OF POLICE Appointed
Paul J. Cronin
FIRE CHIEF One Year Term
Ernest B. Sanborn 1982
CONSTABLES One Year Term
John L. Randall 1982
Elliot L. Eaton 1982
M. Marty Cerasi 1982
MEMBERS OF PLANNING BOARD One Year Term
James E. Champoux 1982 William W. Moore 1982 Mildred S. Siress 1982
Vernon R, Small 1982 Earl W. Wills Jr. 1982 Reese Fowler 1982
MEMBER OF BUDGET COMMITTEE One Year Term
Warren G. Crawford 1982
MEMBER OF BUDGET COMMITTEE Three Year Term
Frank L. Knowles Jr. 1982
Lydia M. Gould 1983 Everett A. Weare 1983
Daniel Gretsch 1984 Frank J. Palazzo 1984
PARK COMMISSIONER Three Year Term
Vernon G. Dow 1982 Henry H. Boyd 1983 Richard P. Beckman 1984
SUPERVISOR OF CHECK-LIST Six Year Term
Milan W. Knowles 1982 Elsie M. Small 1984 Bruce G. Brown 1986
MODERATOR Two Year Term
Stanley A. Hamel 1982
TRUSTEE OF LIBRARY Three Year Term
Charlotte K. Marshall 1983
REPRESENTATIVES TO GENERAL COURT Two Year Term
Charles H, Felch 1982 Daniel Gretsch 1982
HEALTH OFFICER Appointed
Francis S. Valli Sr.
DOG OFFICER Appointed
Phillip Darling
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT Appointed
Cynthia K, Marshall 1982 Albert W, Eaton 1982
Robert H. Kershaw 1983 Arthur Miller 1984
Leon Clark 1985 William V. Dolan 1986
Nancy Crossland (alternate) 1982 Catherine Stetson (alternate) 1982
CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR Appointed
Frank J, Palazzo
RESULTS OF TOWN ELECTION
MARCH 10, 1981
Total Number of Votes Cast 1457
MEN 727 WOMEN 730
TOWN CLERK
Three Year Term(Vote for One)
Virginia L. Fowler
SELECTMEN & ASSESSOR
Three Year Term (Vote for One)
Robie M. Beckman
Willard F. Boyle




Three Year Term(Vote for One)
Carol L. Perkins
MEMBER OF PLANNING BOARD
One Year Term(Vote for Six)
James E. Champoux
William W. Moore
Mildred S. Siress •
Vernon R. Small
Earl W. Wills Jr.
Reese Fowler (Write in)
FIRE CHIEF




One Year Term(Vote for Three)
Hayden C. Beckman
M. Marty Cerasi
Joseph L. Delisle Jr.
Leo R. Dupuis
Elliot L. Eaton
Harold W. Hewlett III
George A. Humes

































MEMBER OF BUDGET COMMITTEE
One Year Term(Vote for One)
Warren G. Crawford 662
Leo R. Dupuis 252
Raymond J. Vorel 134
MEMBER OF BUDGET COMMITTEE
Three Year Term(Vote for Two)
Daniel Gretsch 735
Frank J, Palazzo 660
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Three Year Term(Vote for One)
Gary K. Fowler 1010
PARK COMMISSIONER
Three Year Term (Vote for One)
Richard P. Beckman 1025
ARTICLE 57: On Petition of Elizabeth A. Thibodeau and ten (10) other
voters of the Town: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 654:34-a
permitting applications for changes in party affiliation to be made
with the Town Clerk?
YES 625 NO 356
ARTICLE 58: On Petition of Hayden C, Beckman Sr , and eleven (11) other
voters of the Town: Do you favor adoption of the Town Manager Plan as
provided in Chapter 37 of the Revised Statutes Annotated?
YES 358 NO 696
ADJOURNED TOWN MEETING HELD AT PASSACONAWAY HALL
SEABROOK N H
MARCH 12 1981
Mr. Eric N. Small, appointed Assistant Moderator by the Moder-
ator Stanley A. Hamel for the duration of the Adjourned Town
Meeting. Sworn in by Town Clerk Virginia L Fowler
Adjourned Town Meeting called to order by Moderator Stanley A
Hamel at 7 30 PM
.
Salute to the flag led by James C Falconer
All non-voters must sit to the right of the Moderator
No reconsideration of Articles at a subsequent meeting if we
adjourn to a later date
All amendments must be presented to the Moderator in writing
and must be signed
ARTICLES 57 - YES 625 NO 356
58 - YES 358 NO 696
(Party Affiliation)
(Town Manager Plan)
ARTICLE 2 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will
vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes and to renew and refund Town notes'
Motion by James S. Eaton second by Walter I Randall, to adopt
as r ead .
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 3 - read by the Moderator- "To see if the Town will
vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for. accept and
expend money from the State. Federal or another governmental unit
or a private source which becomes available during the year in
accordance with the procedures set forth in RSA 31'95-b .
Motion by James S. Eaton second by Bessie S Hamel to adopt as
read
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 4 - read by the Moderator- "To see if the Town will vote
to authorize and empower the selectmen to appoint such permanent
police officers, firemen and employees for all other Departments
of the Town as they deem necessary"




ARTICLE 5 - read by the Moderator To see if the Town will
vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for accept and ex-
pend up to TEN THOUSAND ( s^ 1 000 00) DOLLARS in Coastal Ener^^y
Impact Program (CEIP) Planning Grants and to raise and appro-
priate the sum of TWO THOUSAND ($2 000 00) DOLLARS as the Town s
2 0% local match toward said Grant The purpose of this Grant is
to plan for the impact of Seabrook Station on the community fac-
ilities of the Town''
Motion by James S Eaton second by Arnold D, Knowles to adopt




F I F T E E
as a u t
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- read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will
e Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend up to
SAND (S15 000, 00) DOLLARS in Municipal Coastal Grants
d under the New Hampshire Coastal Resources Management
by Bruce G. Brown second by Daniel (iretsch to postpone
n i t e ly
MOTION POSTPONED INDEFINITELY
ARTICLE 7 - read by the Moderator ''To see if the Town will vote
to authorize withdrawal from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for
use as an offset against the following debt service"
Purpose Amount
19 55 Water Bond - Prinicipal s^25 000
19 7 5 Water Bond - Prinicipal $7 5 000
$100 000




ARTICLE 8 - read by the Moderator- "To see if the Town will vote
to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell at public auction or
by advertised sealed bids such Town property as is no longer used
by the Town
"




Eaton, second by Walter I Randall to adopt
YES 152 NO 111
ARTICLE 9 - read by the Moderator- "To see if the Town will auth
orize the prepayment of resident taxes and to authorize the Tax
Collector to accept payments as provided by RSA 80 1-a"
Mcition by Frederick B. Felch second by James S Eaton, to adopt
as read
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 10 - read by the Moderator: "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND
($800 000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose of capital expenditures
on construction and improvements to the Town water system, in-
cluding the acquisition of land by lease purchase or eminent
domain as may be necessary for said purpose
Motion by James S. Eaton, second by Earlene U Locke to adopt
as r ead .
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 11 - read by the Moderator: "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
($100 000 00) DOLLARS for the purpose of doing exploration and
engineering work on future water sources for the Town of Sea-
brook" .
Motion by James S
as r ead .
MOTION ADOPTED
Eaton second by Earlene U Locke to adopt
ARTICLE 12 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of THIRTY FIVE THOUSAND
($35 000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose of purchasing the furniture
and accessories to furnish the new Town Offices'".
Motion by James S. Eaton second by Earlene U Locke to adopt
as read
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 13 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will
vote to enact and to ratify certain ordinances under authority
of its Corporate Charter and the provisions of the New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated, which ordinances are described by
topic and date of first approval by the Selectmen as follows*
May 15. 1980
November 20
Camping and Public Gatherings
Civil Defense Ordinance
Stop Intersection Ordinance November 20
amended
December 2 2




to adoptMotion by James S Eaton
as read.
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 14 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will
vote to ratify a certain agreement for the purpose of land from
E.N. Dixon Company Inc., dated January 28 1981. made pursuant
to the vote under Article 63 of the 1980 Toxi/n Warrant".
Motion by Earlene U
as r ead .
Locke second by James C. Falconer to adopt
ARTICLE DEFEATED
ARTICLE 15 - read by the Moderator "On Petition of Alfred C.
Janvrin Sr. and one hundred ninety one (191) other voters of the
Town "To see if the Town Will vote to elect the Chief of Police
by Official Ballot at the March 1982 and all future Town Elect-
ions," thereby rescinding the action taken by adopting Article 49
at the 1978 Annual Town Meeting .
Motion by James S. Eaton second by Elaine Enire to adopt as read,
BALLOT VOTE YES 159 NO 269
ARTICLE DEFEATED
ARTICLE 16 - read by the Moderator- "To see if the Town will
raise and appropriate the sum of ONE MILLION ($1 000 000.00)
DOLLARS for the purpose of constructing a recreation center as
per plans presented for the Chase Homestead property and to
authorize the use of the FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND ($500 000 00)
DOLLARS raised under Article 39 of the 1980 Town Meeting for this
purp o se "
.
Motion by James Champoux second by Flora Prior to adopt as read.
Report of the Recreational Committee read by James Champoux.
BALLOT VOTE YES 220 NO 137
ARTICLE PASSED
ARTICLE 17 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of FIFTEEN THOUSAND ($15 000.00)
DOLLARS for the purpose of constructing outdoor lighting on the
new ballfield at the Veterans Memorial Park".










YES 115 NO 48
CLE 18 - read by the Moderator: To see if the Town will vote
aise and appropriate the sum of TEN THOUSAND ($10,000 00)
ARS for the purpose of constructing restroom facilities at the
rans Memorial Park .
Motion by Vernon R. Small second by Salvatore Rubera to adopt as
read ,
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 19 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of THIRTY THOUSAND ($30 000 00)
DOLLARS for its use in acquiring and/or developing land for re-
creational purposes"
Motion by Diane Randall
r ead .
second by Harry R Knowles to adopt as
Motion to amend by Maxie Brown second by Frank Palazzo amend
Article 19 to designate FIFTEEN THOUSAND ($15 000 00) DOLLARS of
the THIRTY THOUSAND ($30 000.00) DOLLARS to light the front field
at Veterans Memorial Park
ARTICLE PASSED AS AMENDED
Motion by Wayne Melanson second by Everett A. Weare, to adjourn




Motion by James S Eaton second by Walter I Randall that Art-
icle 64 be brought before meeting at this time
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 64 - read by the Moderator "To see what sums of money
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the expense of
the General Government for the protection of persons and proper-
ty, for health and sanitation for highways and bridges, for the
support of the Town poor and for all necessary expenditures for
the ensuing year".
James S. Eaton explained that this Article has to be taken first
before we vote on Articles pretaining to money because appropria-
tions cannot exceed 10% of the entire Budget.
Amendment by James C- Falconer second by Walter I Randall to
delete $44,767.00 dollars by using the figures reccrnended for the
Budget by Selectmen and not those of the Budget Committee (Exclud-
ing items covered by special Articles in Warrant)
HAND VOTE TAKEN YES 95 NO 78
Amendment passed for a total Budget (e:c eluding special articles)
for $2 595 394.00
ARTICLE PASSED AS AMENDED
ARTICLE 20 - read by the Moderator "On Petition of Arnold Sie
gel and thirty nine (39) other voters of the Town
•
To see whether the Town of Seabrook will vote to amend
certain Town ordinances entitled ''Town Waste Transfer Station
Use and Charges for Industrial and Commercial Disposal' as
f ol lows
1. To delete paragraph #3 of the above ordinance and
to replace said paragraph #3 with the following-
a. No private or commercial vehicle shall be charged
for the use of the transfer station provided the
waste material originates within the Town of Sea-
brook except as hereinafter provided*
b. All private and/or commercial vehicles engaged in
the transfer, hauling or disposal of waste for a
fee shall be charged a fee for the use of said
transfer station as hereinafter provided-
c. All private or commercial vehicles engaged in or
employed in the business of transporting indust
rial waste as defined in RSA 149 I SII shall
be subject to a fee for the use of said transfer
station as hereinafter provided-
d. The Town of Seabrook shall charge a fee as here
inafter provided for the use of the transfer
station in accordance with the fee schedule adopt-
ed by the Town and incorporated and made a part
herein by reference which schedule may from
time to time, be ammended by the Town after notice
of publication A copy of said fee schedule shall




II, The fees shall be based upon th
of the waste to be dumped.
e. The fees shall be prepaid by the
lets which can be purchased at t
ectmen Town of Seabrook offices
f, The coupons must be presented by
vehicle to the attendant at the
Motion by Bruce G, Brown second by Richard Adams to adopt as read
ArticleexplainedbyBruceG. Brown^
BALLOT VOTE YES 52 NO 180
ARTICLE DEFEATED
e type and quality
use of coupon book---
he office of the Sel'^
the operator of the
Waste Transfer Statior
ARTICLE 21 - read by the Moderator' 'On Petit
forty six (A6) other voters of the Town- To s
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of TWO H
THOUSAND ($225 000,00) DOLLARS to purchase a p
by Lloyd Perkins of Lafayette Road Seabrook,
si sting of nine (Q) acres more or less
used for the expressed purposeThis land to be





ARTICLE 22 - read by the Moderator On Petit
les and fifty eight (58) other voters of the T
appropriate the sum of TWO HUNDRED TWENTY THOU
DOLLARS for the purpose of acquiring by purcha
main under terms deemed necessary and advanta
men the land in Seabrook commonly known as Se
ed by the Oceanside Community Association or i
and described in deed of David Miller dated No
Brown University dated November 12, 1974 for
the dune area and for park and recreation use
second by Eric N
ion of Ruth Neves and
ee if the Town will
UNDRED- TWENTY FIVE






D K n o w 1 e s
Amendment by Arnold D. Knowles second by Eric
such land to remain forever open and undevelop
applicable restrictions placed on said land by
Board in its approval of the subdivision of sa
b e r 18, 1980.
BALLOT VOTE YES 169 NO 86
ARTICLE PASSED AS AMENDED
ARTICLE 2 3 - read by the Moderator On Petit
and one hundred forty six (146) other voters o
and appropriate the sum of THIRTY TWO THOUSAND
for the purpose of restoring the Interior of t
hou s e
ion of Arnold D Know-
own To raise and
SAND ($220 000,00)
se or by eminent do-
ge ous by the Select-
abrook Beach and own-
ts successor or assigip
vember 15 1921 and
j
preservation use of '
of the beach area-.
Small adopt as read
N. Small to read,
ed and subject to all
the Seabrook Planning
id land dated Decem-
Motion by Eric
MOTION ADOPTED
N Small second by Bruce G
11
ion of Eric N Small
f the Town To raise
($32 000.00) DOLLARS
he Old South Meeting -
Brown adopt as read,
ARTICLE 24 - read by the Moderator "On Petition of Ernest B San-
born and eighty four (84) other voters of the Town: To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of SEVENTY SIX
HUNDRED ($7 600.00) DOLLARS to purchase a station wagon type vehicle
to be used as the Chief's car for the Fire Department, to replace
the 1977 former police vehicle now used for that purpose.
Motion by James S. Eaton, second by Arnold D. Knowles to adopt as
read ,
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 25 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE MILLION SEVEN THOUSAND
($1,700 000 00) DOLLARS for the purpose of constructing a new police
fire safety complex according to plans proposed by the Police/Fire
Facilities Committee''.
Motion by Frank Palazzo second by Priscilla Palazzo to postpone
indefinitely .
HAND VOTE TAKEN YES 116 NO 46
ARTICLE POSTPONED INDEFINITELY
ARTICLE 26 - read by the Moderator- "To see. if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE THOUSAND
($185,000 00) DOLLARS to purchase property and approximately two
(2) acres of land now owned by William Conte and situated on Laf-
ayette Road for the purpose of erecting and building a new Town-
owned police and fire safety complex"




ARTICLE 27 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will raise
and appropriate the sum of ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE THOUSAND (185 -
000.00) DOLLARS to purchase property and approximately one and one-
half (Ih) acres of land now owned by Cecile Elizabeth Fenna and
situated on the corner of Lafayette Road and Folly Mill Road for
the purpose of erection and constructing a new Town-owned police
and fire safety complex"
Motion by James S. Eaton second by Walter I. Randall to lay
Article 27 on table
ARTICLE 27 LAID ON TABLE
ARTICLE 28 - read by the Moderator To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of NINETY NINE THOUSAND ($99 000-
00) DOLLARS to purchase property and approximately one (1) acre of
land now owned by Twin Town Trailer Sales of New Hampshire, Inc.
and situated on Lafayette Road at the traffic circle This land is
to be used in conjunction with the Fenna property for the purpose
of erecting and constructing a new police and fire safety complex".
Motion by James S Eaton second by Walter I. Randall to lay
Article 28 on table
HAND VOTE TAKEN YES 87 NO 57
ARTICLE 28 LAID ON TABLE
12
ARTICLE 29 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will
raise and appropriate the sum of TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR THOU-
SAND ($284 con. 00) DOLLARS to be used for the purchase of a site
or sites for the erection and construction of a new Town-owned
police and fire safety complex
Motion by James S Eaton second by Earlene U Locke to adopt as
read .
Amendment by Frank Palazzo second by Elizabeth Thibodeau, to
delete the word 'comp lex " and replace it with the word ''facilities''.
HAND VOTE TAKEN YES 101 NO 49
Amendment adopted
MOTION DEFEATED
Motion by Willard Boyle, second by James S. Eaton, to take Article
30 after Article 62
MOTION PASSED
ARTICLE 31 read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will raise
and appropriate the sum ofTEN THOUSAND ($10 000 00) DOLLARS for the
purpose of purchasing a new 1 ton truck to replace the Internationa!
1 ton truck''.
Motion by James S
r ead .
MOTION ADOPTED
Eaton second by Walter I. Randall to adopt as
ARTICLE 32 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will raise,
and appropriate the sum of TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND ($25,000.00) DOLLAR!;
for the purpose of purchasing a new 1^ ton 4-wheel drive truck for
the Highway Department
Motion by James S
read .
MOTION ADOPTED
Eaton second by CLaire Champoux to adopt as
ARTICLE 33 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of FORTY THOUSAND ($40 000 00)
DOLLARS for the purpose of constructing two new stalls on the front
of the Highway Department garage' ,
Motion by James S. Eaton
inde finitely .
second by Frank Palazzo to postpone
ARTICLE POSTPONED INDEFINITELY
ARTICLE 34 - read by the Moderator: "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of SIX THOUSAND ($6 000.00)
DOLLARS for the purpose of purchasing a one (1) acre parcel of
land from Gynan D. Dow and Agnes N. Dow. Said parcel is adjacent
to the Town Shed and is further described in a deed of Aretta A.
Brown dated September 26 1975 and recorded in the Rockingham
Records Bk 2244 Pg 1532".




ARTICLE 35 - read by the Moderator- '"On Peeitlon of Wilbur Fow-
ler Jr. and nineteen (19) other voters of the Town- To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of THREE THOUSAND
FIVE HUNDRED ($3,500.00) DOLLARS to purchase a steam cleaner for
the Highway Department to be used by all Town departments. Said
cleaner to be stored at the Highway Shed and to be under the care
and discretion of the Highway Department .
Motion by James S. Eaton, second by Bruce G. Brown to adopt as
r ead .
ARTICLE 35 DEFEATED
ARTICLE 36 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND ($25,000.
00) DOLLARS for the purpose of constructing a gravel roadbed over
the entire length of Ledge Road''.
Motion by James S
indefinitely.













be s imi lar t
y the Moderator ''On Petition of Roy F. Shiepe
oters of the Town To raise and appropriate
THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED ($18,500.00) DOLLARS
h rake to be used by the Health Department,
o the one used at Hampton Beach .











38 - read b
and nine (9)






the road to b
Motion by Bruce G
as r ead . .
MOTION ADOPTED
y the Moderator' ''On Petition of Warner B.
other voters of the Town* To raise and
of FIVE THOUSAND ($5 000.00) DOLLARS and to
y permits for the purposes of installing
installing and relocating guard rail insta-
d widening the road on the marsh portion of
the Purpose of making a sidewalk to insure
bicycle traffic Said sidewalk and widen-
e approximately FIVE (5') FEET wide".









second by Earl Perkins to adjourn and
7 PM
99 NO 39 MOTION PASSED
MARCH 16 1981
ARTICLE 39 - read by the Moderator To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of FOUR THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED FORTY
($4 640 00) DOLLARS for the purpose of purchasing police revolvers"





YES 6 2 NO 76
ARTICLE 40 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIVE THOUSAND SIX HUND-r.
RED FORTY SEVEN($5 647 00) DOLLARS FOR THE PURPOSE OF FUNDING
the Town's donation to the Rockingham County Community Action
Program in the amount of $2 247 00 and funding the Town'\s donat
ion to the Seabrook Day Care Center being a program of the Rock-
ingham County Community Action Program in the amount of $3 400.
00'",




ARTICLE 41 - read by the Moderator: "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FOUR THOUSAND ($4 000 -
00) DOLLARS as the Town " s donation to the Exeter Area Youth Group
Home "
,
^lotion by James S Eaton second by Paul Cronin to adopt as read
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 42 - read by the Moderator ''To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ELEVEN THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED SEVENTY ($11 570 00) DOLLARS for the purpose of purchas-
ing a new % ton van for use by the Animal Control Officer"
Motion by Frank Palazzo second by Louis Sampson to lay Article
4 2 on tab le
.
ARTICLE 42 LAID ON TABLE
ARTICLE 43 - read by the Moderator To see if the Town will vote]
to raise and appropriate the sum of SEVEN THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED
($7 400.00) DOLLARS for the purpose of purchasing a sedan for the
YOUTH Service Officer".
Motion by Paul Cronin second by Gary K. Fowler adopt as read.
MOTION DEFEATED
ARTICLE 44 - read by the Moderator* 'On Petition of Howard C.
Page III and sixteen (16) other voters of the Town To see if
the residents will vote to empower the Selectmen to assign one
of the old police cruisers to the Police Department for use by
the Youth Services Officer in his official duties with the youth
of the Town"
Motion by Louis Sampson second by Gary K Fowler to postpone
indef ini te ly
.
HAND VOTE TAKEN YES 85 NO
ARTICLE POSTPONED INDEFINITELY
35
ARTICLE 45 - read by the Moderator ''To see what action the Town
wishes to take regarding the following question;
15
Are you in favor of the ig^suance of a license by the New Hamp-
shire Greyhound Racing Commission authorizing "Midnight Racing
to Yankee Greyhound Track?
Motion by James C Falconer second by Gordon Dow adopt as read.
MOTION DEFEATED This was defeated by an overwhelming vote
ARTICLE 46 - read by the Moderator "To see if the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of TEN THOUSAND ($10 000.00)
DOLLARS for the purpose of hiring a Director of Human Services
to handle the job of Welfare Administrator and Veterans Advisor
and such other duties as the Selectmen may delegate''
Motion by James S Eaton second by James C. Falconer to adopt
as read
.
HAND VOTE TAKEN YES 56 NO 78
MOTION DEFEATED
ARTICLE 47 - read by the Moderator ''On Petition of Ethel M.
Pevear and seventeen (17) other voters of the Town To see if
the Town will vote to direct and authorize the Selectmen to sell
to Desiree J. Eaton of South Main Street Seabrook. New Hampshire
for the sum of TWO THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE DOLLARS AND
EIGHTY FIVE CENTS ($2,175 85), the tax title it holds on land on
South Main Street as assessed to the Charles Eaton and Lena Eaton
Heirs and acquired by Tax Collector's Deed Dated January 10 1975
Motion by Desiree Eaton second by Bonnie Eaton to adopt as read
BALLOT VOTE YES 32 NO 148
MOTION DEFEATED
ARTICLE 48 - read by the Moderator- "On Petition of Mary C Rand-
all and fifty seven (57) other voters of the Town' To see if the
Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to Mary C Rand-
all Heir of Lena Eaton and Charles A. Eaton for the sum of TWO
THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED ($2 300 00) DOLLARS the tax title it holds
on land on South Main Street as assessed to the Heirs of Lena
Eaton and Charles A Eaton and acquired by the Town by Tax Collect-
or's Deed dated January 10. 1975
Motion by Robert Canniff second by Dorothy Wilson to adopt as
read
BALLOT VOTE YES 108 NO 75
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 49 - read by the Moderator "On Petition of Frederick B.
Felch and eleven (11) other voters of the Town- To see if the
Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to Frederick H.
Kixon for the sum of THIRTY FIVE ($35 00) DOLLARS the tax title it
holds on marshland known as Lockes Flats as assessed to said Fred-
erick H. Nixon and acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's Deed
dated August 6 1979"
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ARTICLE 60 - read by the Moderator "On Petition of Oliver L.
Carter and thirteen (13) other voters of the Town To raise
and appropriate the sum of FIFTEEN THOUSAND ($15 000 00) DOLLARS
for the purpose of insulating and shingling the roof of the
Brown Library''.
Motion by Oliver L, Carter second by James C Falconer to adopt
as r ead .
MOTION ADOPTED
ARTICLE 61 - read by the Moderator "On Petition of Virginia L,
Fowler and sixty nine (69) other voters of the Town To see if
the Town will deed the old Sanborn School property to the Hist-
orical Society of Seabrook for use as a museum upon the condit-
ion that the current use of said building by the Town be allowed
until the Town can find a suitable location for said activities'"
Motion by Virginia L. Fowler second by Walter I. Randall, to
adopt as read
Amendment by Eric N Small second by Elizabeth Thibodeau after
"said activities " if the Historical Society ceases to exist the
said property will revert to the Town of Seabrook
MAIN MOTION & AMENDMENT ADOPTED
ARTICLE 62 - read by the Moderator "On Petition of Robie M
Beckman and thirteen (13) other voters of the Town: To see if
the Town will vote to adopt the following as a Town Ordinance
—
"All Yes-No referendum questions under RSA 40-4a & b shall
be printed by number and subject on a ballot for voting at a
subsequent Adjourned Town Meeting allowing for a two week inter-
val for printing the ballot and posting the meeting when the
polls shall be open for the same consecutive hours as at the
previous Town Election Meeting .
Motion by James S. Eaton second by Everett A Weare to post-
pone indefinitely
MOTION POSTPONED INDEFINITELY
ARTICLE 30 - read by the Moderator- ""On Petition of Willard F.
Boyle and twelve (12) other voters of the Town To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE MILLION
($1 000 000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose of establishing a Mun-
icipal Sewer Fund''.
Motion by Willard Boyle second by Everett A Weare . to adopt
as read
Motion by Everett A. Weare second by Elizabeth Thibodeau to
lay on tab le .
MOTION LAID ON TABLE
ARTICLE 63 - read by the Moderator- "To see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
($100 000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose of adding to the Municipal
Building Fund'"





Motion by James E Champoux second by Flora Prior to request
and empower the Board of Selectmen to appoint a committee to




Motion by Walter I- Randall second by Virginia L. Fowler, to
adjourn at the hour of 10 45 PM
MOTION ADOPTED





Special Town Meeting called to order by Moderator, Stanley A. Hamel at
7:30 PM.
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frank Palazzo, that Articles 4 &
5 be taken as first order of business.
Motion to act on Articles 4 & 5 accepted.
Article 4: read by the Moderator: "To see how the Town will vote on
the following ordinance: No person, individual, group, origanization
or corporation shall hold any dog or horse race or meet on a Sunday
without first having received approval of the Town by a majority of the
vote taken at an annual or special Town Meeting."
Motion by Frank Palazzo, second by James C. Falconer to accept Article
4 as read.
Motion to amend Article 4 by James C. Falconer, second by Frank Palazzo,,
as follows
:
A motion that this Town Meeting be forever on record as requesting, dir-
ecting and mandating the Board of Selectmen to proceed forthwith to
carry out the expressed wishes of the people, and to administer and en-
force the spirit and intent of the above named article and to take what-
ever action maybe necessary to see^liatever cognizant Law Enforcement
Agents and Officers Enforce this law; including but no limited to
Judicial and Legal remedies, including Mandamus, before the Courts of
competent jurisdiction of this State or the Courts of the United States.
Amendment to Article 4 accepted as read.
Several residents explained how Sunday Racing was voted in as a last
minute footnote on the State Budget in Concord, N.H.
Gary Holmes (Town Counsel) was asked by Selectmen to clarify Article 4.
He was not able to do this as he is waiting for a decision from the Court
A request to vote by written YES & NO secret ballot by 8 legal voters
of the Town of Seabrook.
The results of said ballot were as follows:
YES 635 NO 30
MOTION PASSED AS AMENDED
Article 5: read by the Moderator, "To see how the Town will vote on the
following ordinance: No person, individual, group, corporation, organ-
ization, association or other entity shall sell or provide for sale any
alcoholic beverages for use or consumption on premises on Sunday, pro-
vided however, this order shall not be construed as applying to not-
for-profit private clubs or fraternal organizations".
Motion by James C. Falconer, second by Frank Palazzo to accept Article 5
as read.
Motion to amend Article 5 by James C. Falconer, second by Frank Palazzo,
as follows:
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A motion that this Town Meeting be forever on record as requesting, dir-
ecting and mandating the Board of Selectmen to proceed forthwith to carry-
out the expressed wishes of the people, and to administer and enforce the
spirit and intent of the above named article and to take whatever action
maybe necessary to see that whatever cognizant Law Enforcement Agents
and Officers Enforce this law; including but not limited to Judicial
and Legal remedies, including Mandamus, before the Courts of competent
jurisdiction of this State or the Courts of the United States.
Amendment to Article 5 accepted as read.
A request to vote by written YES & NO secret ballot by 8 legal voters
of the Town of Seabrook.
The results of said ballot were as follows:
YES 356 NO 75
MOTION PASSED AS AMENDED
ARTICLE 1: read by Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to amend
Article 53 of the Town Meeting of March 10, 1981, by repealing same to
eliminate the prohibition of operation of all vehicles having a combined
gross vehicle weight and gross load weight in excess of 55,000 pounds
on all portions of New Zealand Road that may come under Town control".
Motion by Willard Boyle, second by Frank Palazzo to postpone Article 1
indefinitely.
ARTICLE 1 POSTPONED INDEFINITELY
ARTICLE 2: read by the Moderator, "To see if the Town will vote to am-
end Article 54 of the Town Meeting of March 10, 1981, by repealing same
to eliminate the prohibition of operation of all vehicles having a com-
bined gross vehicle weight and gross load weight in excess of six tons
on all portions of Old New Boston Road under Town control, excepting
vehicles owned or operated on behalf of the State, Town or School
Districts, vehicles providing services directly to or for the benefit of
residences upon said road, and vehicles in one time only transit across
said road".
Motion by Willard Boyle, second by Frank Palazzo to postpone Article 2
indefinitely.
ARTICLE 2 POSTPONED INDEFINITELY
ARTICLE 3: read by the Moderator
, "To see if the Town will vote to amend
Article 55 of the Town Meeting of March 10, 1981, by repealing same to
eliminate the prohibition of operation of all vehicles having a combin-
ed gross vehicle weight and gross load weight in excess of six tons on
all portions of True Road under Town control, excepting vehicles owned
or operated on behalf of the State, Town or School Districts, vehicles
providing services directly to or for the benefit of residences upon
said road, and vehicles in one time only transit across said road".
Motion by Willard Boyle, second by Frank Palazzo to postpone Article 3
indefinitely.
ARTICLE 3 POSTPONED INDEFINITELY




No person shall consume any liquor or beverage or possess any opened con-
tainer thereof, as defined by RSA 175:1, while in any vehicle upon a
public highway, or while upon any public highway, sidewalk or common
within the limits of the Town of Seabrook.
Penalty
Any person violating any of the provisions of this Article or the rules
and regulations made under the authority thereof, shall be liable to a
penalty of not more than One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) for each offense.
Validity
If any section or part of section, or paragraph of this Article is declar-
ed invalid or unconstitutional, it shall not be held to invalidate or
impair the validity, force or effect of any other section or sections, or
a part of a section or paragraph of this Article.
Motion by James S. Eaton, second by Earlene U. Locke to accept Article 6
as read
.
This Article submitted by Police Department.
Hand vote taken.
YES 141 NO A8
ARTICLE 6 ACCEPTED AS READ
ARTICLE 7: read by the Moderator, To see how the Town will vote on the
following ordinance:
LOITERING
No person shall conduct himself in a rude or disorderly manner nor use
indecent, or profane or insulting language in any street, public place or
public building in the Town, nor be or remain upon any doorstep, portico
or other projection from any such building nor in any public hall or
entrance thereto to the annoyance or disturbance of any person; nor shall
any person engage in any game, sport or amusement in any public street of
the Town whereby the safe and convenient use thereof by travelers thereon
shall in any way be interrupted or the occupants of adjourning buildings
be unreasonably annoyed or distrubed.
Penalty
Any person violating any of the provisions of this Article or the rules
and regulations made under the authority thereof, shall be liable to a
penalty of not more than One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) for each offense.
Validity
If any section or part of section, or paragraph of this ArticTf is
declared invalid or unconstitutional, it shall not be held to invalidate
or impair the validity, force or effect of any other sections, or part
of a section or paragraph of the Article.
Motion by James S. Eaton, second by Earlene U. Locke to accept Article 7
as read.
This Article submitted by Police Department.
Hand vote taken. YES 71 NO 86
Motion to adjourn by Virginia L. Fowler, second by Walter I. Randall.
Meeting adjourned at 10:25PM.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT'S REPORT
Without question the biqaest change of the past year was
the move to the new Town Hall on Lafayette Road. The move
was accomplished in two days in August, and the official Open
House was held on October 31, 1981. Most citizen input has been
favorable, although some bugs have yet to be worked out. In 1982
plans are to grass in the area north of the parkinn lot, erect
outside signs, and install the weathervane.
This year saw some promisina developments in the continuina
story of Seabrook's water shortage. The Town Meetina appropriated
S900,000 for use in water exploration, engineering and develop-
ment. Some funds were used to drill test holes and do seismic
work for gravel -packed wells, but the major effort was in the
search for rock wells. After two disappointino starts, the
Town did find a promising site on the western end of Route 107.
As the land was controlled by Public Service Company, the
Selectmen negotiated a purchase and sales agreement whereby
the Town bought 112 acres for $285,000. The water engineers
have given us probable yield estimates of 1,000,000 gallons
per day. If these figures hold true, townspeople may be able
to enjoy unrestricted use of water in the coming years.
Seabrook continues to enjoy the benefits of the dollars
Seabrook Station adds to its tax base. Because of the large
sums set aside for capital improvement (i.e., recreation
center, well project), we can delay any borrowing of money
for the first six months of the year. It is also possible
to reinvest large amounts at high yields, with a net income to
the Town of approximately $200,000. The Town is lucky in having
the services of Town Treasurer Carol Perkins, who not only
makes these investments but manaaes to keep track of it all
in good fashion.
1981 saw the issue of Sunday dog racing confronted, both
by demonstrations and by actions at a Special Town Meetina.
Pursuant to the votes of that meeting, the Selectmen have made
efforts to fight the loss of this local option. Although the
outcome will likely not be known for some time to come, it
was aood to see the voters interested and willino to work for
something they believe in.
As the result of a wage and salary survey conducted by
the N.H. Municipal Association, a pay plan has now been adopted
for all non-union employees of the Town. The plan has been
incorporated in the budget proposals for 1982, as outlined in the
warrant pages of this Town Report. Employees also benefited
from the decision of the Board of Selectmen to pay all health
insurance premiums for employees and their families. In
combination with the pay plan, this constitutes a handsome
package of wages and fringe benefits.
Employees of the Police and Fire Departments have now
oraanized into the first unions among Seabrook town employees.
Negotiations with the Seabrook Law Enforcement Association
resulted in a contract which was signed on November 30, 1981.
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Negotiations with Seabrook's International Association of
Fire Fighters Local 2847 are continuing and should result
in a contract in the near future. The advent of unionism
will undoubtedly affect the operations and supervision of
these departments.
As a result of the rapid increase in insurance premiums
over the past several years, an effort has been made to get
a handle on these costs. Our insurance coverage has been
reviewed by a consultant, with a final report expected in
early 1982. The consultants have already made recommendations
regarding fleet coverage and worker's compensation, in addition
to giving advice on the establishment of departmental and
safety policies. It is hoped that these recommendations
will be implemented in the coming year. The Town also picked
up insurance coverage for its officials. This coverage is
meant to protect our officials and committee members from
losses, provided their actions were in good faith and within
the scope of their authority.
Cable television has yet to become a reality in Seabrook.
Although they were granted a franchise in 1980, CableVision
Services has yet to provide service to any Seabrook customers.
The provisions of that franchise agreement give us little
opportunity to move this work along. The Selectmen have
been approached by the Hampton cable firm. However, any
authority to grant another franchise would have to come from
the Town Meeting.
In the coming year I would hope to see four thinas
accomplished: purchase of the lands known as Seabrook Beach,
from the high water mark to the existing ocean-front houses;
development of a high-yield well field on Route 107, resulting
in the lifting of the water ban; adoption of a revised
Personnel Policy to guide the day-to-day operations and
supervision of the departments; establishment of a lona-term
plan and direction for disposal of the Town's solid waste.
In closing I would like to express my appreciaiton
for the efforts of the people at the Town Hall. I feel the
Town is fortunate in having a group which is able to carry







This year was very diversified, with all planned projects
( photos of property; new file systems; cross index file) introduced
into the regular office routine and presently being finished for the
year 1982.
With the move to the new town building, work continued yery well,
The addition of a new drafting table and light has proved very help-
ful in the up dating of town maps.
Plans for the coming year have not been fully developed to date.
Tentative project will be the revaluation, which will include both
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PROPERTY JED BY TOWN


















Phillip or Phyllis Dagget
Joseph Delong
Albert Dow, Hrs.
Wil 1 iam Dow, Hrs
.
Charles Eaton, Hrs.
Harrison L. Eaton, Hrs.
Lena Eaton, Hrs.















Charles F. Janvrin, Hrs.






1 acre Fowler Marsh
Pickens Ave.
Cross Beach
7 acres Til ton Land
Eaton Land
2 acres marshland
1/3 interest - 2 Pes. Marsh land
1 ac. Chaseland; 4 ac . Chase & Pike
Ld. : 1 ac. Felch Stump; Eaton Home-
stead 3 ac; 3^5 ac. Dow Island;
Twombly land, II5 ac. Locke Tillage
Ld.; Land on Boynton's Lane.
5 acres stumpland




Cetain Parcel of Land
7 acres marsh





k homestead & Bldg. So. Main St.
14 acres Marsh
h Homestead & Bldg. So. Main St.
Land & Bldgs.- Fowler Court
Land, Lafayette Road
9 acres marsh, 10 acres marsh
4 acres marsh
Evans stump & pond wood land
'2 acre Felch Land; 1-2 acres marsh




5 acres Perkins wood Land
3 acres Gove Marsh
Sanborn School, Land& Bldg.
8 acres Beckman Woodland
ij of 3 acres Rock Marsh
Land on River Street
7 acres land
2J^ acres Joy Marsh, 2 acres flats
Worthl ey Ave. Land
Folly Mill Woods
Marshland
7 acres Collins Wood Ld.,4i2ac. spr.ld
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Property Owned by Town (Con't,




Walter Morril 1 , Hrs
.
Ed. L. Perkins, Hrs.
N.B.Pevear, Hrs.
John & Del ores Pettiglio
Carlenne Perusse




















Jonathan Wal ton , Hrs,
John N. Walton, Hrs.
Marie Walton
Theresa Walton, Est.
Wm. H. Walton, Est.
Al ice M. Weare
Geo. 0. Weare
\h acres tract land
2 lots, h acre stump land
3 acres flats
Ih acres marsh
12 acres marsh 96 pc.
Zh acres Marsh
2 acres Chase stump, 11 acres Fogg
wood land
Land & Bldg. So. Main Steet
Store Bldg.
4 acres Gove Marshland
Cross Beach Land
Land
# 56 Lakeshore Dr.
2 acres Marsh, 4 Acres Marsh
9 pes. land
3 2 acre pes, marsh
1 acre Joy wood, \h acres Lock till-
age, Roak land, h acre Cross land
h acre valve, \h Perkins Land, 3
acres Gills
1 acre Boynton Land
h acre woodland, 2 acres Dow;
h acre stump
4 acres Smith stump, B. Chase land
Ih acres Pettengill stump, \h acres
til lage




3 acres Dow wood, h acre marsh,
2I5 acres marsh
4 acres Tilton Marsh, 4 acres Gill
Marsh
Land
h acre Rowe land & Homestead
Marsh
Land & Bldg. Rocks Road
Marsh





















PROPERTY OWNED BY TOWN ( CON'T)
GIFT
Gov. Weare Park 3.5 Acres
Vet. Memorial Park 7.8 Acres
Hillside Cemetery 18.2 Acres
Elmwood Cemetery 2.0 Acres
Farm Lane Dock 6.0 Acres
Town Shed Property 1.2 Acres
Water Tank RTE. 286 1.0 Acres
Seabrook Beach Parking Lot 0.7 Acres
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1980
Report of Seabrook Police Dept. Cases at Hampton District Court
1980 1981
142 730 Cases continued to a latter date
72 107 Defaults
56 75 Cases to Grand Jury
4 50 Cases to Superior Court
Report from Youth Services Officer
121 Juvenile Arrests
20 Repeat Juvenile Arrests
125 Entered into Hampton District Court
11 Completed an alternative work detail program of benefit to the
Town such as washing and polishing Town Vehicles such as Fire
Trucks , Police Cruisers, picking up litter , painting buildings
sweeping parking lots.
2 Reported run-aways from this Town
3 Recovered run-aways from another state.
This year marks the completion of the first full year that the
Town of Seabrook has had a full-time Youth Services Officer. We
have started a in school education program at the Seabrook
Elementary School to teach children in Safety and Drug abuse prevent
ion . We have had many request for tours of the Police Station and
have talked to Brownies, and Scout Groups. We have also received
a quantity of Drug Abuse Prevention books by several local
merchants who contributed to a fund raising drive the Police
Department sponsored. The local bicycle registration program
is going well with many bicycles listed in our files. We encourage
parents to call us and we'll be more than glad to stop by your
house and register your bicycles at no charge. Parents are urged
to call the Youth Service Officer for any problems that may arise
concerning the youth of the community.
Respectfully submitted;




I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the departments
for the nelp I have received this past year. The Fire Department has
had a very busy year both with fire service and ambulance service. I
would also like to thank the residents of Seabrook for their help in
regards to wood stoves in the town as I feel we have a very good
record. We have had very little trouble this year. Good fire
protection can only be achieved with your help. We also had very
pood responses to the free blood pressure checks at our station.
Once again it has been my pleasure to serve you as Fire Chief.
Ambulance Calls for 1981
Exeter Hospital 121
Anna Jaques Hospital 193
Amesbury Hospital 16
Transfers to Home 45
_










1981 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SEABROOK RECREATION COMMISSI!
The members of the Seabrook Recreation Commission are Vern Small,
Diana Randall, Harry Knowles, Henry Boyd, Earlene Locke, Charlotte
Dow, and Sal Rubera.
Programs offered throughout the year included:
A playground program was conducted for six weeks during the
summer. Activities included arts and crafts, sports, a summer food
service program in which the children were served lunches, puppet
show, magic show, Christmas in July at which Santa Claus made a
special appearance, trips to Pawtuckaway State Park and Hampton
Beach State Park, a junior frisbee contest, Pepsi -Cola/NBA Hot Shot
basketball program, and many other special events. Seabrook also had
15 youngsters qualify for the state meet of the Hershey track and
field program.
There were approximately 250 youngsters participating in pony
league, little league, and farm league baseball as well as girls
Softball. There was enough interest to create an additional pony
league team as well as a teen-age girls softball team which partic-
ipated in the state tournament. Seabrook also boasted a mens baseball
team, as well as a newly created womens softball team which played
many area teams.
New programs initiated in 1981 included; participation by 15
Seabrook youngsters in the National Junior Tennis League held in
Hampton; a trip to Fenway Park to see the Red Sox; an outdoor educat-
ion program for teens; a motorcycle maintenance program; and a self
defense program.
1981' s celebration of Old Home Day began with the Miss Seabrook
Pageant and Grand Ball. Maureen Randall was crowned Miss Seabrook for
1981. Activities at the Old Home Day celebration included clam
shucking, softball games, skillet toss, horseshoe pitching, musket
shott, lobster dinner, dance bands, game booths, crafts booths, food
booths, and a fireworks display. A very successful road race was
held to top off the weekend of celebration.
Approximately 50 youngsters participated in the pee wee football
program and the newly created Winnacunnet Little Warriors football
program. A uniformed cheerleading squad was also formed.
The Seabrook Happy Seniors Club meets monthly and has over 200
members. The group takes many trips throughout the year to such
places as Hart's Turkey farm, a fall foliage tour, Washington, D.C.
and many other places of interest.
Other activities included; womens exercise classes, volleyball
for both men and women, basketball for men, ice hockey for 17 youngsters,
basketball instruction for children, and a Halloween Haunted House
co-sponsored by the Lioness and Lions Clubs of Seabrook.
At the town meeting in 1981, the town voted to raise and
appropriate money for various recreation projects. Among the projects
undertaken by the Recreation Commission was the purchase of outdoor
light fixtures and poles to be installed at both ball fields at
Veterans Memorial Park in order for local teams to play night games.
Other projects undertaken include the beginning of construction of a
small building at Veterans Memorial Park that will be used as a rest-
room facility, an electrical room to control the use of the outdoor
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lights, and a storage room for local teams to store their equipment.
Extensive work was done at Farm Lane Dock to make it more accessible
for the recreation boater. Work included digging and leveling of the
area as well as paving the ramp area so that it will be easier to
unload boats. Construction was begun on a tennis court at Governor
Weare Park. Money to complete the restroom building at Veterans
Memorial Park, install the lights at Veterans Memorial Park and
complete the tennis courts at Governor Weare Park is being requested
in the 1982 operating budget.
MOSQUITO CONTROL REPORT
The staff was composed of myself as supervisor, one young male
graduate of U.N.H., a male undergraduate of Plymouth State College,
and a female instructor on vacation leave from Seabrook Elementary
School. All were duly certified by the N.H. Pesticide Control Board
in the mosquito control category.
Public notices of the program were posted in the Seabrook Post
Office and Town Office at the start of the season and the residents
were further notified through the Newburyport Daily News and Ports-
mouth Herald.
All known beekeepers were notified by registered mail and the
location of their colonies recorded that they could be avoided in
the spraying program.
The spring larviciding of fresh water mosquito breeding sites
commenced in early May and was continued periodically throughout
the summer as needed.
Larviciding of the extensive salt marsh breeding sites began
in late May. Frequent rains during the summer coupled with the
normal periods of high tide resulted in almost incessant breeding
of the salt marsh mosquitoes. Treating the marshes to assure that
the larvae produced were exterminated before developing into the
adult or biting stage proved almost a daily ritual for the mosquito
control crew.
The first mosquitoes appeared on the wing during the last week
of May in numbers great enough to warrant the commencement of the
summer spraying program which was continued through Labor Day. The
spraying took place on twenty occasions and the spray route was
identical to that of past years.
On Monday of each week the Board of Selectmen was provided a
report of the previous week's activities along with those planned
for the week ahead.
The pesticides employed were: Cythion 91% ULV for adul ticiding;
Abate 2G and Flit M-L-0 for larviciding.
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For the second consecutive year the mosquito population showed
a marked decrease. The salt marshes in Seabrook, because of the
neglected and badly deteriorating network of mosquito ditching are
capable of producing phenomenal numbers of mosquitoes annually. The
constant inspection and treatment of these marshes from early June
to September is time consuming and necessary if the residents of
Seabrook hope to realize measurable relief from the mosquito
nuisance.
Perhaps in the future, legislation toward relaxing the regulat-
ions governing dredging and filling the coastal marshes will
provide permanent rather than temporary relief from a perennial
mosquito problem. I would hope that members of the State Legislature
representing Seabrook and all other communities in the seacoast area
will someday introduce such action.
The staff of the Seabrook Mosquito Control Program sincerely
appreciate the cooperation of the townspeople during 1981 and look








110 dogs were taken to Marcoda Pet Shop this year. Of those 27
(24.5%) were put to sleep because no one claimed them and owners
could not be found. 3 (2.7%) were given to new homes and 80 (72.7%)
of the dogs were returned to their owners.
Of all dogs picked up there were 16 (14.5%) that did not have
the street that they were picked up on listed. There were 13 (11.8%)
that were picked up at the Police Station either running at large or
brought in by the public or other police officer. Of the dogs picked
up with the streets listed there were 22 (20%) that were picked up in
the beach area (east of Rte. 1-A and between the Neil J. Underwood
Memorial Bridge and the state line including River Street. The
remaining 59 (53.6%) of the dogs were picked up in the up town area.
The streets in the up town area that had the most dogs picked
up on them were as follows:
Collins Street 6 dogs (5.5%) So. Main Street 6 dogs (5.5%)
Worthley Ave. 3 dogs (2.7%) Rte. 1 10 dogs (9.2%)
The rest of the streets had only 1 or 2 dogs picked up on them.
The worst street in the beach area was: Atlantic Ave 4 dogs 3.6%
Again, the rest of the streets had only one or two dogs taken off of
them.
There were 5 (4.5%) dogs picked up on the beach and taken to the
kennel. Most of the dogs found on the beach were with their owners,
and did not have to be taken to the kennel.
The dogs taken to the kennel were held an average of 12.4 days
before putting them to sleep. The State laws require we hold them
only 7 days.
There were 23 dogs picked up that were claimed before they were
transfered to the kennel
.
There were 212 tickets written which brought a total of $1,090.
in fines to the Town of Seabrook.
There were 5 charges of cruelty to animals brought forward with
3 convictions and two cases still pending court.
A trap purchased by the town for the purpose of humane capture
of animals was stolen about 30 days after its purchase, while it was
being used to clean up a problem of white domestic rabbits in the
Zealand Tr. Pk. The trap was used successfuly in the capture of 7
rabbits before it was stolen. These rabbits were taken to the NHSPCA
for possible placement to new homes.
There was a capture and relocation of one racoon and 5 skunks
during 1981.
During 1981 there were 25 dogs and cats hit by cars. Of these,
9 were transported to a veterinarian for aid and 4 of these died on
the operating table. The rest of these dogs and cats (16) were
killed by the accident and went to the crematory to be disposed of.
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This is an average of 2 plus per month.
There were many injured sea gulls this year and one hawk which
was killed by the owner of some chickens that were being bothered
by it.
1981 was a bad ^earfor damages done by dogs, as there was one
goat and 98 chickens killed by dogs. The owner of the dog killing
the chickens was located and reimbursement for the birds was made
by the dwner of the dog.
1981 was a bad year for the animal control truck as this vehicle
would not pass inspection without spending $2000. to repair the
body. Then we had to face the problem that the transmission was
slipping, the engine was going and the vehicle needed new brakes. As
a result of these problems a van was leased for use by the animal
control officer in order to enable the animal control program to
continue.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT REPORT
There were 505 complaints made to the Health Officer in 1981:
338 Septic system





6 Improper pig pen
1 Hazardous waste
2 Business fires (spoilage)











The Seabrook Planning Board has had a very busy year. Although
the case load has been relatively light, the Board has spent consid-
erable time on the Master Plan which is nearing completion and should
be in printed form in a couple of months.
The Board has requested public imput into the plan and has
advertised public meetings for such imput but none has been forth
coming. Therefore, we have proceeded to form the Master Plan based
on the knowledge derived from the survey conducted throughout the
town in 1980. We have also used other information that the Board
has accumulated through a previous study and survey (1977) conducted
by Stephen Goes, Administrative Assistant, and previous studies
conducted for the town by private organizations:
1. Gomprehensive Town Plan (1967)
by Hans Klunder Associates, Inc. Gonsultants
2. Seabrook Municipal Goastal Inventory and Assessment (1979)
by the Thoresen Group, Planning Gonsultants
3. Recreational Inventory and Gomprehensive Plan (1980)
by the Allen Organization, Recreational Planners
4. Seabrook Growth Analysis and Development Plan (1981)
by the Thoresen Group, Planning Gonsultants
The Board expects a very busy year ahead putting the plan into
operation along with aligning the procedures of the Board with the
new State Statutes which give the Board its authority. These
include amending the Site Plan Reviews, changing its definition of
"Abutters" and changing its procedures for setting up "Public Hear-
ings" (for site plan reviews and subdivisions), keeping in mind at
all times the protection of the rights of you, the residents of
Seabrook.
The Board is always open to suggestions from the residents of
the town and it's meetings ( the 3rd Tuesday of the month) are always
open to the public.
James E. Ghampoux, Ghairman








This year our membership increased to seven, and the board is now
comprised of Willard F. Boyle, chairman; Priscilla L. Palazzo, secretary;
Lydia M. Gould, Richard E. Blinn, Frank S. Valli, Warner B. Knowles, and
James S. Eaton (ex-officio)
.
The committee spent much time interviewing many engineering firms and
finally narrowed the field to three prospects. We are now at the point
where one of these firms will be hired and monies must be spent.
Of the original $100,000.00 approved for this study, only $5,000.00
was to be borne by Seabrook and the remaining $95,000.00 was being supplied
by the state and federal governments. The state and federal governments
have no funds at this time and nobody knows when money will be available
again, but the state board has offered to continue to assist us in an
advisory capacity.
It is important to now raise the full $100,000.00 on the local level.
Seabrook 's need for a sewer is as great as ever and the committee feels
that this project should not be interrupted as our pollution problem is





This department has had many obstacles to overcome this past year.
One major problem yet to be resolved is a better location for our CD
Headquarters. The Corps of Engineers requires that CD Headquarters must be
below ground and have a 3 1/2" reinforced concrete ceiling and be self-
sustaining for at least a three week period. Even at the direction of the
selectmen, building committees have failed to provide for this department.
On the positive side, we have completed a radiological course for 50%
of our police and fire personnel and hope to have_±h& other half complete
this course during the coming year. The elementary school is now completely
ready to be used as a shelter in case of an evacuation of the beach due to
storms, etc. A base station will soon be installed at the school. We are
in the process of putting together a portable kitchen run by propane gas.
This is to be used in times of emergency. We are completely set-up to cover
two-way communications with CB, Ham, State CD, and all local and state fire
and police agencies. We have -auxiliary power to run all our equipment and
are protecting it with a very effective fire and burglar alarm system.
We are in hopes of running essential surveys that could not be done
this past year due to lack of personnel.
We should be able to accomplish much more this year as the misunder-
standings with the selectmen have been cleared up and they have now consented
to giving the same kind of appointments to the auxiliary police that are now
given to part-time officers. The auxiliary group will be directly under the
Police Dept. when on duty and other times be available to assist the CD
Director with defense projects.
Complete evacuation of Seabrook and surrounding towns in case of emer-
gency has become a joke and a political football. However, many people have
come to realize the importance of being prepared and with a little more
priority put on CD and with the cooperation of all concerned we will be
prepared to meet any emergency in spite of all our obstacles.
Respectfully submitted,
Frank J. Palazzo
Director of Civil Defense
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FINAL REPORT ON THE RESTORATION OF THE OLD SOUTH MEETINGHOUSE
I have prepared this final report on the expenditure of funds as
approved by the 1981 town meeting according to article 23, which
called for the raising of $32,000 "for the purpose of restoring
the interior of the Old South Meetinghouse."
On April 2, I submitted the restoration plans for the Historical
Society of Seabrook to the Board of Selectmen. The Board approved
the plans and appointed me to oversee the project.
The proposal involved restoring the building to its appearance in
1858 when the Town of Seabrook and the First Baptist Society of
Seabrook added a second floor--the first for use by the town as a
meeting hall and the second for use by the society as a church.
I will explain the total restoration by describing the work done
on each level starting from the steeple downward. A professional
steeple jack was hired to prevent the leaks in the belfry and to
secure the platform to the bell.
The following work was completed; removal and replacement of four
major beams, replacement of the belfry floor, resetting of the bell,
building louvers for the belfry with galvanized hardware cloth to
keep the pigeons from entering the building, re-roofing the belfry
deck, rebuilding the bell cradle, removal of pigeon manure, dis-
infecting the belfry, fumigating the timbers for powder post beetles,
complete stripping and painting of spire, replacing damaged roof
boards, goldleafing the weathervane, and hanging a new bell rope.
The second floor required major reconstruction. Before the roof
was reshingled in 1975 by the Old South Meetinghouse Preservation
Committee, rain had damaged much of the west ceiling. Also, a
coffin ramp had been built through the south floor.
The following work was completed on the second floor: Before con-
struction began here, the pews were removed and stored on the first
floor, Homosote tiles were removed from the ceiling and walls, a
new ceiling was constructed, the old plaster walls were patched and
the ceiling and walls were painted. The coffin ramp and planter
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around it were dismantled and a new floor was built with old matching
boards. The tiles on the floor were removed and the floor was sanded,
afterwhich the pews were relocated to their original positions. The
Historical Society stained the floor and the woodwork to correspond
with the original stain which had been painted over on the wainscoat-
ing, around the windows and doors. The original chandileer was
restored and bracket lamps were hung in it.
The first floor did not need as much reconstruction as the second
one, as fewer changes had taken place there over the years. The
carpentry work included taking down the partitions and rooms, sealing
off the west door, reopening the south door, and building a room
around the furnace to hold a toilet and sink.
The following work was completed on the first floor; removing the
electrical wires and lighting, and the heating ducts from the
ceiling; moving the toilet and sink to the furnace room; connecting
the pipes to the septic tank; installing a burglar alarm system;
placing outlets in the ceiling for the bracket lamps; rebuilding
the ceiling to the coffin ramp and a wall over the opening to the
west door; and painting the ceiling, walls and floors.
Special recognition should be given to Harry C. Brown for his labors
reproducing the raised paneling around the furnace room and along
that section of the west door to match the existing paneling. He
contributed his skill and time at no cost to the project.
To reproduce the atmosphere of a mid-19th century meeting hall, an
old woodstove was purchased and installed, the settees were stained,
and reproduction bracket lamps were hung from the six support columns.
Other work involved rebuilding much of the west foundation, clapboara-
ing the exterior of the west door, repainting the stairways and
entrance hall, restoring the sliding doors to the two staircases,
and hanging a chandileer in the entrance hall.
Special thanks should go to Hollis A. Knowles Jr. for his work on
the Chandi leers, to Bruce G. Brown for contributing field stones for
the west foundation. Both efforts were done at no cost.
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The restoration project was completed on October 19, and on that same
evening a dedication program was held for the community to see the
building. A capacity crowd was in attendance.
On behalf of the Historical Society of Seabrook, I extend sincere
thanks to the Town of Seabrook for funding this major historic
restoration undertaking, and I hope the community will make good






Library patrons were pleased with the 9:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
summer hours at the library this year. They were able to come in
during the cool of the day and avoid the heavy traffic during the
afternoons. There was an increase in circulation again this year,
from 8394 to 10,004 volumes, including books for both adults and
young people, More than a thousand books were added to the shelves
this year. The copy machine is heavily used and more than pays for
itself.
A gift of an artificial Christmas Tree was given by Joan
Fenskie and enjoyed by all the patrons. It will be stored and used
each year. It was decorated with ornaments made by different
Brownie troops in town. Mrs. Harriet C. Joyce, a resident of
Arlington, Mass. made a very generous donation of Time Life Books,
200 classics in paperback editions, and several childrens books all
in excellent condition.
Spherex Inc. has given the library the 1980 edition of the
Thomas Register of American Manufacturers and Mr. John A. Rosatone,
an accountant, has given the 1980 series of Standard Federal Tax
Reporter. Both of these sets are very helpful and were welcome
donations. McDonald's has co-sponsored, again this year, the
summer reading program. There were 25 participants this summer.
The Seabrook Day Care Center made use of the films offered
through the N.H. State Library and borrowed many during the summer.
The library was decorated for all major holidays by the Brownie
troops in town.
There were two exhibits in the entry hall, both of them done
by the Seabrook Historical Society. The show case is available to





STATEMENT OF TOWN CLERK'S ACCOUNTS FOR FISCAL YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1981
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMIT FEES:
DOG LICENSE FEES:



























Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1981 (
TOWN OF SEABROOK
- DR.-
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1981
TOWN OF SEABROOK
DR.-
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of-
Previous
1980 1979 1978 years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year* $ $2.8.,.87S. ;11.,5j3. $.8.,629,
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year ** kk^llJ.
Interest Collected After Sale 1,1?.8 .A..??^. .l.,fiAl.
Redemption Costs 671 339 301
TOTAL DEBITS .... $.^6^586 $31,553. $13,.481. $.8.,629.
- CR.-
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Redemptions $.29,715 $16,072. $..7.,.3.20. $
Interest & Costs After Sale 1.86.9 ..2, 6./ .5. ..l.,.9^8
Abatements During Year .6.3. ^2.
Deeded To Town During Year
Unredeemed Taxes - End of Fiscal Year .1.^.?.39 .1.2,80.6 .4.,.171. .,8.,,629,
Unremitted Cash
TOTAL CREDITS $.^.6,586 $31,553 $1.3,481. $..8,629.
* These sums represent the total of Unredeemed Taxes, as of
January 1, 1 9 81 ( MlSXJtPCbSQQOO from Tax Sales held in
Previous Fiscal Years.
** Amount of Tax Sale(s) held during current fiscal year,
including total amount of taxes, interest and costs to
date of sale(s).
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Interest on Property Taxes 1.32
Resident Taxes 39,342.00
Resident Tax Penalties 187.00
Jeopardy Taxes 379.75
Yield Taxes 36.61
National Bank Stock .00
Boat Tax 1,525.15 $ 6,614,878.79
PRIOR YEARS:
Rent of Town Property-Civil Defense 3,600.00
Gift-Josiah Chase Homestead Trust
per Article #21'79 16,850.00
Misc. Receipts 620.97
Reimbursements 10,211.01
Transfer of Revenue-Water Dept. 56,000.00 779,248.90
FROM U.S. GOVERNMENT:
Revenue Sharing transferred from Savings Acct. 100,000.00
RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE:
Temporary Loan 3,500,000.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES $ 11,472,347.24
Balance Jan. 1, 1981 2,919,955.93
Grand Total $ 14,392,303.17
Less Total Payments 10,334,559.02
Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1981 $ 4,057,744.15
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance as per bank statement (Arlington Trust Co) $ 3,813,428.82
Deposits not credited 363,961.83
$ 4,177,390.65
Less outstanding checks 119,646.50
$ 4,057,744.15
WITHDRAWAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
MUNICIPAL BUILDING FUND
Balance in checking acct. Jan. 1, 1981 $ 176.96
Receipts 10,000.00
Payments 7,145.28 2,854.72
Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1981 $ 3,031.68
Balance left in Capital Reserve Municipal Bldg. Fund that can be with-
drawn as per Article #26 '78 is $22,646.34.
REVENUE SHARING SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance Jan. 1, 1981 $ 97,724.14
Receipts:
Entitlement payments 92,503.00




Money transferred to Gen. Fund checking acct. for
Water Bond Principal per Article #7 '81. 100,000.00
Balance as of Dec. 31, 1981 $ 97,968.19
Respectfully submitted
Carol L. Perkins, Treas.
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CONCORD. NEW HAMPSHIRE 0330I
HN J. KILLION. JR , C P A TCLCPMONES
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We have examined the combined financial statements and the combining and
individual fund financial statements of the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire, as
of and for the year ended December 31, 1980, as listed in the table of contents.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described in Note IG, the combined financial statements referred to above do
not include financial statements of the General Fixed Asset group of accounts
which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles.
In addition, the Town has not capitalized the cost of property and equipment
purchased by the Proprietary Fund (Water Department). Likewise, no depreciation
expense is recorded on this fund. Generally accepted accounting principles
require that property and equipment of proprietary funds be capitalized and
depreciated over the useful lives of the assets. The Town's records do not
permit the application of adequate procedures to enable us to determine the cost
value of capital assets or related depreciation expense on them.
Because of the material effect of the omission of fixed assets and related
depreciation on the financial position, we do not express an opinion on the
financial statement of this Proprietary Fund.
In our opinion, other than the financial statements of the Proprietary Fund
mentioned above, and except that omission of the General Fixed Asset group of
accounts results in an incomplete presentation as explained in the second
paragraph of this report, the combined financial statements and the combining
and individual fund financial statements referred to above, present fairly the
financial position of the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire at December 31, 1980,
and the results of its operations and the changes in financial position of its
proprietary fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with generally




Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined
financial statements taken as a whole and on the combining and individual fund
financial statements. The accompanying financial information listed as
supporting schedules in the table of contents is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the combined financial
statements of the Town of Seabrook, New Hampshire. The information has been
subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the combined,
combining and individual fund financial statements and, in our opinion, is
fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the combined financial
statements taken as a whole.
March 26, 1981








THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF SEABROOK
TOWN WARRANT FOR 1982
L.S.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Seabrook, in the County of
Rockingham, in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are .hereby notified to meet in the auditorium of the
Seabrook Elementary School, Walton Road, on Tuesday, March 9, 1982
at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon and to cast ballots until at least
7:00 o'clock in the evening of the same day, and to meet in the
Upper Hall of the Seabrook Firemen's Association Building, Route 286,
on Thursday, March 11, 1982, at 7:00 o'clock in the evening to act
on the Articles herebelow.
Further you are hereby notified that the moderator will process
the absentee ballots at 3:00 o'clock in the afternoon of the same day
pursuant to RSA 659:49.
ARTICLE 1. To elect by Non-Partisan ballot: One Selectman
and Assessor for a term of three (3) years; One Tax Collector for a
term of three (3) years; One Fire Chief for a term of one (1) year;
One Road Agent for a term of one (1) year; Three Constables for a term
of one (1) year; Two members of the Planning Board for a term of
three (3) years; Two members of the Planning Board for a term of
two (2) years; Two members of the Planning Board for a term of one (1)
year; Two members of the Budget Committee for a term of three (3) years;
One Trustee of the Trust Funds for a term of three (3) years; One Park
Commissioner for a term of three (3) years; One Supervisor of the
Checklist for a term of six (6) years; One Moderator for a term of
two (2) years.
(On the Official Ballot)
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town is in favor of the adoption
of Amendment No. 1, as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town
of Seabrook Zoning Ordinance as follows: To amend Section X Definitions
by including an additional sentence to the definition of dwelling:
2-family, so that the paragraph will read as follows: Dwelling:
2-Family - A detached building designed for or occupied by two families
exclusively, living independently and separately of each other therein.
Two attached mobile homes shall not be deemed a two-family dwelling,
but rather, two separate dwelling buildings.
(On the Official Ballot)
ARTICLE 3. "Shall a charter commission be established for the
purpose of revising the municipal charter or establishing a new charter?"
To elect a six member charter commission
pursuant to R.S.A. 49-B:4I(a).
(On the Official Ballot)
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ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes and to renew and
refund Town notes
.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the
State, Federal or another governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the year in accordance with the proced-
ures set forth in RSA 31:95-b'.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize and
empower the Selectmen to appoint such permanent police officers, firemen
and employees for all other Departments of the Town as they deem
necessary.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to sell at public auction or by advertised sealed
bids such Town property as is no longer used by the Town.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize with-
drawal from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund for use as an offset
against the following debt service:
PURPOSE AMOUNT
1955 Water Bond - Principal $ 25,000
1975 Water Bond - Principal $ 75,000
$ 100,000
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend up to TEN THOUSAND ($10,000.00)
DOLLARS in Coastal Energy Impact Program (CEIP) Planning Grants, and to
raise and appropriate the sum of TWO THOUSAND ($2,000.00) DOLLARS as
the Town's 20% local match toward said Grant.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE THOUSAND ($275,000.00) DOLLARS for
the purpose of constructing a pumping station and such support facilities
as are necessary at the new well field on Route 107.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND ($100,000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose
of a reappraisal of the real estate in the Town for tax assessment
purposes.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 12, To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND ($100,000.00) DOLLARS to be used in the
preparation of a report for sewerage and sewage treatment facilities,
including such land acquisition, easements, rights-of-way, surveys
and borings as are required.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund to be known as the "Sewer Fund" for the purpose of designing
and constructing a municipal sewer system or sewerage treatment works
including the purchase of land therefore, and to raise and appropriate
the sum of ONE MILLION ($1,000,000.00) DOLLARS to be deposited in said
Fund.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to negotiate and enter into a contract with any solid waste
facility, or the operator thereof; or with other towns, cities, or
unincorporated places for the purpose of providing a long term solution
for the collection, separation, and/or recycling of refuse, garbage and
waste. Said contract shall be upon such terms, including terms of
years, minimum deliver amounts, and cost, as the Selectmen determine are
in the best interest of the Town. To the extent that the Town has voted
to authorize the Selectmen to enter into any specific contract for the
disposal of the Town's solid waste, and said contract has not been
executed, then said vote is hereby rescinded and revoked.
ARTICLE 15. On petition of Roy F. Shiepe and Nine (9) other voters
of the Town: At the 1981 Town Meeting, the people voted to appropriate
the sum of $18,500.00 for the purchase of a giant beach rake
that could be pulled behind a tractor and keep the beach
clean.
Further investigation revealed that it would be more econom-
ical and far better in the long run to get one that was
individually motorized.
It is hereby petitioned that an additional amount of $7,000.00
be added to the aforementioned amount so that a completely
self-sufficient unit can be purchased.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of FIVE HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND ($550,000.00) DOLLARS for the
purpose of purchasing the Straw property for municipal purposes, and
for remodeling and furnishing the building for use as a police station.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 17. To see if the voters of the Town of Seabrook will
vote to construct the proposed recreation facility on Seabrook School
District property instead of the proposed site on Lafayette Road. The
facility will be under the complete jurisdiction of the Recreation
Commi ttee
.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will authorize the Planning Board
to review site plans for the development of tracts for non-residential
uses, or for multi -family dwelling units other than one and two-family
dwellings, whether or not such development includes a subdivision or
re-subdivision of the site, under the provisions of RSA 36:19a (Supp.).
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of THREE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED ($3,500.00) DOLLARS for the purpose
of purchasing a pressure/hot water cleaner for use by all Town departments.
Said cleaner is to be operated and maintained by the Highway Department.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 20. To see what action the Town will take on the following
question: Are you in favor of abolishing the Parks Commission as
established by vote of the Town on March 13, 1948, and consolidating all
its duties and appropriations in the Recreation Commission established
by vote of the Town on March 14, 1980?
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of THREE THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED AND SIXTY FOUR ($3,364.00)
DOLLARS for the purpose of purchasing a Frink 3711 ATST snow plow with
hitch and accompanying hardware. Said plow is presently leased from
Howard P. Fairfield, Inc. of Concord, N.H. and is to be used by the
Highway Department.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of FORTY THOUSAND ($40,000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose of
purchasing a new backhoe for use by the Water Department.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 23. On petition of Eric N. Small and one hundred seventy-
seven (177) other voters of the Town: To see if the Town of Seabrook
will raise and appropriate the sum of ONE HUNDRED SEVENTY THOUSAND
($170,000.00) DOLLARS for the purchase of the 3.1 acre lot which surrounds
the Old South Meetinghouse on the corner of Route 107 and Lafayette Road
for historical and civic purposes.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 24. On petition of Lydia M. Gould and nine (9) other
voters of the Town: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
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the sum of FOURTEEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED ($14,900.00) DOLLARS for the
following improvements at the Brown Library: installing storm windows,
putty outside windows, carpeting the reference loft, painting the ex-
terior, rebuilding the outside porch rail and drain pipe, and renovating
the basement into a children's reading room.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of TWO HUNDRED SIXTY TWO THOUSAND ($262,000.00) DOLLARS for the
purpose of capital expenditures on construction and improvements to the
Town water system.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
necessary connections with the American Water Works System in Salisbury,
Massachusetts, for the purpose of providing emergency protection in the
event of fires and main breaks; and to authorize the Selectmen to enter
into such agreements as may be necessary and proper for such emergency
protection.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of NINETY FIVE THOUSAND ($95,000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose of
constructing a water works shop and garage on a town-owned site to be
determined by the Selectmen.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE THOUSAND ($189,000.00) DOLLARS for
the purpose of capital expenditures on construction and improvements to
the Town Shed.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of FOUR THOUSAND ($4,000.00) DOLLARS as the Town's donation to
the Exeter Area Youth Group Home.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of FIVE THOUSAND ($5,000.00) DOLLARS as the Town's donation to
the Seabrook Day Care Center, under the sponsorship of the Child Devel-
opment Council , Inc.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of FIVE THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED ($5,400.00) DOLLARS for the purpose,
of purchasing a 1982 Ford E-lOO Cargo Van. Said van is presently leased
from McFarland Ford Sales, Inc. of Exeter, N.H. and is to be used by the
Animal Control Officer.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of TWO THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY FIVE ($2,775.00) DOLLARS
for the purpose of purchasing holding cages for use in the animal control
vehicle.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 33. On Petition of Vernon Small and twenty six (26) other
voters of the Town: To see if the Town of Seabrook will direct the Board
of Selectmen to name the so-called Service Road the Batchelder Road in
honor of Dr. Charles H. Batchelder.
ARTICLE 34. On petition of John Crandall and eighteen (18) other
voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of THIRTY THOUSAND ($30,000.00) DOLLARS to upgrade and
pave the westerly portion of Pine Street to a point approximately 250'
east of Interstate 95.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 35. On petition of James Falconer and eleven (11) other
voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of EIGHT THOUSAND ($8,000.00) DOLLARS to recondition and
resurface Ledge Road, east of the existing hottop, to Service Road, and
connect the easterly end of Ledge Road to Service Road.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 36. On petition of Jane Cassin and nine (9) other voters
of the Town: To have Selectmen "take whatever actions are necessary
to establish a traffic signal at the intersection of Lafayette Road
and Railroad Avenue."
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of THIRTY THOUSAND ($30,000.00) DOLLARS for Its use in acquiring
and/or developing land for recreational purposes.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote pursuant to authority
under RSA 80:42 III to authorize the Selectmen to sell tax title
property in the first instance to former owners of the property or the
heirs of said owners for a sum not less than the outstanding taxes owed
plus accrued interest to the date of tax deed; or failing such sale,
then by advertised sealed bids or public auction, at the discretion of
the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 39. On petition of Lorraine Boyd and seventeen (17) other
voters of the Town: To see what action the Town Meeting will take in
authorizing the sale of the John & Delores Pettiglio lot on South
Main Street which is tax titled property.
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ARTICLE 40. On petition of Patri M. Staples and twenty-six
(26) other voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to sell to Patricia M. Staples for the sum of
Three thousand two hundred ($3,200.00) dollars, the tax title it holds
on land. North side of South Main Street, as assessed to Joan Delores
Pettiglio and acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's Deed, dated May 16,
1975.
ARTICLE 41. On petition of Howard L. Janvrin, Sr. and fourteen
(14) other voters of the Town of Seabrook: To see if the Town will vote
to authorize the Selectmen to sell to Howard L, Janvrin, Sr. for the sum
of THREE THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED FIFTY ($3,450.00) DOLLARS the tax title
it holds on land on South Main Street, as assessed to Joan Delores
Pettiglio and acquired by the Tax Collector's Deed dated May 13, 1975.
ARTICLE 42. On petition of Diana Beckman and one hundred twenty
(120) other voters of the Town: To see if the town will vote to author-
ize the Selectmen to sell to Diana M. Beckman, sister of Joan D. Pettiglio,
the tax title it holds on land on South Main St., (Clarissa Janvrin
homesite) as assessed to Joan D. Pettiglio and acquired by the town
by Tax Collector's Deed dated May 13, 1975, for the sum of $2712.00
(taxes and interest owed) book 2237-page 0113,
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of THIRTEEN THOUSAND ($13,000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose of
purchasing a Crime Prevention Van.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of TEN THOUSAND ($10,000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose of purchasing
a police cruiser for an added patrol.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to empower the Selectmen
to assign one of the old police cruisers to the Police Department for
use by the Youth Services Officer in his official duties with the youth
of the Town.
ARTICLE 46. On petition of James Falconer and fourteen (14) other
voters of the Town: To see what action the Town Meeting will take by
majority vote to instruct, direct, and mandate the Selectmen to bring
a mandamus legal action and/or such other legal remedy as may be necessary
in a court or courts of proper jurisdiction against the Attorney General
of the State of New Hampshire, to force compliance of the laws of the
State controlling and regulating greyhound dog racing; specifically
RSA 284:15 which laws require that certain financial reporting and
disclosures must be filed on a timely basis annually, before a license
may be issued to hold greyhound dog racing, and further that a fine of
$5,000.00 and one year in jail or both is the penalty for failing to do
so, and that Yankee Greyhound Inc. of Seabrook has not complied with
the laws of the State for filing these reports, thereby flouting the
law and not paying a penalty for so doing.
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ARTICLE 47. On petition of Claire A. Champoux and twelve (12)
other voters of the Town: To see if the Town will appropriate the
sum of FOUR THOUSAND ($4,000.00) DOLLARS to have the Supervisors of the
Checklist prepare one consolidated alphabetical checklist to be printed
by computer before the 1983 town election.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 48. On petition of Stanley Hamel and fourteen (14) other
voters of the Town: Shall all elected officials of the Town be given
the same percentage pay raise each year as that given to other Town
employees?
ARTICLE 49. On petition of Clyde 0. Brown and fourteen (14)
other voters of the Town: To see what action the Town Meeting will take
to establish a ONE MILLION DOLLAR ($1,000,000.00) contingency fund for
the purpose of defraying the cost of the decommissioning of the Seabrook
nuclear electric generating facilities.
The monies to be raised and appropriated and paid into said "Decommission-
ing Contingency Fund" as the exigencies and the so-called Nuclear
Decommissioning Finance Fund and Committee may determine pursuant to
R.S.A. 162 as amended by Chapter 109 of the laws of 1981.
The purpose and intent of this article and the contingency fund is not
to pre-empt the intent of Chapter 109, and the N.H. Legislature, nor to
usurp any authority of the Nuclear Decommissioning Finance Committee
established under Chapter 109; but is intended to work in conjunction
with the Nuclear Decommissioning Finance Committee to determine the funds
needed from time to time and the aggregate cost of the ultimate and
final decommissioning and dismantling of said facilities.
It is further intended that the Town of Seabrook shall from such appro-
priated funds set monies aside in same contingency fund in Its own
accounts and these funds may be invested and/or reinvested as the Town
sees fit pursuant to the Municipal Finance Act, and said funds are not
to be comingled with the State of New Hampshire's funds.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 50. On petition of Arthur L. Knowles and fifteen (15)
other voters of the Town: To see what action the Town Meeting will take
to raise and appropriate the sum of TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS ($10,000.00).
The purpose of these monies to be allocated to the Seabrook Citizens
to Defend Home Rule are intended to be used for legal and other
administrative expenses to bring about the defeat of Sunday greyhound
dog racing in Seabrook, and to further serve as a contingency fund to
defend home rule in Seabrook on any other issues which may have an
adverse effect upon the citizens and the community.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 51. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND ($100,000.00) DOLLARS for the purpose
of adding to the Municipal Building Fund.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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ARTICLE 52. On petition of Mary Helen Bragg and thirteen (13)
other voters of the Town: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to grant an additional cable television franchise to PCNH
Limited upon such terms and conditions as they feel are advantageous
to the Town, all in accordance and pursuant to the authority granted
under New Hampshire RSA 53-C.
ARTICLE 53. To see what sums of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the expense of the General Government for the protect-
ion of persons and property, for health and sanitation, for highways and
bridges, for the support of the Town poor and for all necessary expenditures
for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 54. To transact all other legal business that may come
before this meeting.
GIVEN under our hands and seals this /2. of Febru^r^, in the year
of our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty Two
Selectmen of
I
iil^ P J' ii^m
Seabrook







We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants, within
named, to meet at the time and place and for the purpose within named, by
posting an attested copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting
within named, and a like attested copy at th^ Po_s.t Offipe and the Town
Hall, being public places in said Town on t life /^"^ day of F&l5Bu?i'ry, 1982.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
ROCKINGHAM, SS February /^ , 1982
Personally appeared the above named Selectmen of the Town of
Seabrook and swore that the above was true to the best of their know-
ledge and belief. - '"••,
Before me,























Town Officers Salary 68.120 77,023. 8c 76.275 76,275
Town Officers Expenses 104,050 53,732.66 57,100 58,050
Election and Registration Expenses 7,750 5,623.3^ 9,000 9,000
Cemeteries 11,100 11.204,9^ 7,600 11,600
General Government Buildings 22.480 20, 522. Of 41,980 41,980
6 Pf^ppfs^^pfffcff^/y/ CLERKS 38,306 38,992.7^ 43,079 43,079
Planning and Zoning 14.700 8.310.1: 10 ,000 10,000
Legal Expenses 58.000 33.344.2( 58,000 58,000
Advertising and Regional Association 100 -0- -0- -0-
10 f^j^pff^f^^c}
Art. S 81 10.000 5.300.
12 Art, in 81 Art, q 82' snn.nno t43 .157 .6 10.000 10.000
Ar t, . 11 81 Art. in 8?' inn,nnn _dl: 275.OOG 275.000
^'^ Art 1? «1 ' Art. n 82' •^5,nnn 36. 473 .3?. 100,000 100.000
PUBLIC SAFETY
15 Police Department acifij?« 559,889. If 737,139 737,139
16 Fire Department 279,204 294 . 192 , 1 3^0, 8?n 331,?3n
17 Civil Defense 17. inn I3,n 35 .n^ 18, inn ??,6nn
Building Inspection
Art . 16 81 Art . 12 82' 1,000,000 -J^^ 100,000 inn,nnn
AVt . 17 81' Art. 13 82' 15,000 14,763.8? ^=0= i,nnn,nnn








343,3/524 General Highiway Department Expenses 237,982




27 Street Lighting 32,000 3b,b00
47,994.4!28 Town Construction 100,000 65,000
550,000
3,500
550,00029 Art. 22 81' Art. 16 82' 220,000 -Tjj:
Art. 23 81' Art. 19 82' 32,000 32,000
SANITATION
74,00031 Solid Waste Disposal 68,000 57,897.6: 74,000
32 Garbage Removal
33 Art. 24 81' Art. 21 82' 7,600 7,702.6!. 3,364 3.364
34 Art. 31 81' Art. 22 82' 10,000 11,386.0( 40,000 40,000
Art- 32 81' Art. 23 82' 25.000 22.158.0<. -0- 170,000
An.. 34 8 1' Art. 24 82' 6.000 -0- -0- 14,900
HEALTH
37 Health Department 16.115 15.771.3 1 19.077 20.477
38 Hospitals and Ambulances
39 Animal Control 9,300 11..611. 3. 14.i524 14.623
i2 vrt^i/9tia^^rq6/Mn';Qi I Tin r.-iNTRni 15,976 16.275.6 19.283 19.283
Art 37 81' Art, 25 82' i8,5nn -Slz 262.000 262.000
ii Art. 38 81' Art 27 82' 5,nnn






44 General Assistance 30,000 1fi,qnq.9 i 33,7?8 28,728





-Art^ Art . 30 32' 4, 000 4,000,0 5,000 5.nnn
























Resident Taxes 4? .nnn 43 . 97P . 4?,nnn 4? -non
National Bank Stock Taxes ?n n =0= =£L _J1^
-3£-£i- -Si=_ -=IL
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 7.50Q 13.022.37 5,000 5,000
Inventory Penalties





















Meals and Rooms Tax
30,000 26,722.22 25 , 000 25,000
Interest and Dividends Tax
30,000 30,780.89 30,000 30,000
Savings Bank Tax
15.000 20.557.25 20.000 20.000
Highway Subsidy
25,000 20.915.17 20.000 20,000
Railroad Tax
-0- ^ 5. 48 -6- -0-
Town Road Aid
Class V Highway Maintenance (Duncan)
State Aid Water Pollution Projects
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land
Other Reimbursements 1.991.57
Business Profits Tax 130.000 112.440.19 110.000 no. OOP
Federal Grants
CEIP Art. 20 7.600 .n^ =iL
r.FTP Art. 5 8T 8,000 4,400 8,000 «,nno








Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 200,000 215,710,50 215,000 215,000
Dog Licenses 3,500 3,346.10 3,200 3,200
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 1,500 1,291.00 1,500 1.500
Yflnkep Greyhound 90.000 97 , 250 95 , 000 95 , 000
Building Permits 2, 000 4 , 044 2,000 2.000
Dump Couponsnn LOUP
iRGESR









Rent of Town Property •Q^ 3.600 3.600 3,600
P o li ce Hire 37,80/1 26,919.70 ^7,082 47,082
5,000Fines 5,000 7.105 5.000







Interest on Deposits 80,800 292,682.53 200.000 200,000
Sale of Town Property 2.000 5.571.! 2,000 2,000
hmployee Hea Ith Ins. -0- 6,483.45 -0- -0-










Proceeds of Long-Term Debt
Income from Water and Sewer Departments ??5,noo ???,'^M 1Q ??5,000 225,000
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund 100,000 100.000 100,000 100.000
Fund Balance
Reimbursement & Misc Income -0- 24.022.45 Sh- .Jh
Surplus 200.000 zQ^ _=Q. -0-







Combined Balance Sheet - All Fund Types and Account Groups












)ue From Other Governments










LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
iabilities
Accounts Payable
School District Tax Payable
Due To Other Governmental Units
Yield Tax Security Deposits
Due To Other Funds
Due To Developers

















Designated For Subsequent Year's Expenditures



























101 TOWN OFFICERS SALARIES
APPROPRIATION: $ 68,120
Payroll $ 77,023.89
Total Expenditures $ 77,023.89
OVERDRAFT $ 8,903.89





Brown & Saltirarsh 172.29
Wheeler & Clark 199.57
Withey Press 513.29
N.H. Municipal Assoc. 18.00
Fed. Of Tax Administrators 12.00
Parker Survey 9.86





Smith Office Supply 1,256.57
Margaret B. Weare 14.89
William Dennett Co. 65.77
Nona Griggs 5.27
Big Al 's 2.70
Ocean & Forest Products 81.63
IBM 282.37
Disclosure Inc. 7.48
Capital Cash Register 45.50






Tobey & Merrill $ 1,128.00
N.H. M.A. 2,254.14
N.H. Tax Collectors 23.00





Bureau of Bus Practices 21.84
Frederick Felch 367.68
Killion, Plodzik, & Sanderson 4,200.00
Edith E. Holland 372.18
55
Services Cont.




Exeter News Letter 7.20
Rock. County News 95.18
Essex County News 94.31
Seabrook Post Office . 3,688.31
Pitney-Bowes 177.63
N.E. Telephone 4,862.25
Exeter & Hampton Electric 3,173.45
Eric Small 10.58
Withey Press 2,715.00
Data Forms Co. 856.89
Arlington Trust Co. 2,544.93
Burroughs Corp. 3,379.29
E.H. Quimby Co. 91.50
Seabrook Bank & Trust 15.00
Steven Coes 409.14
James Falconer 31.60







Valley Oil Co. 188.00
Atlantic Appraisal 15,949.75
Spaloss & Rosson 150.00
Albert C. Jones Inc. 2,400.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Standard Duplicator Inc. $ 975.00
IBM 992.29
Frank L. Knowles Jr. 60.35
Capitol Cash Register 1,670.00
Smith Office Equip. 60.80
Tom-Ray 68.49
Business Data Services 425.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 63,767.66
REIMBURSEMENTS 35.00
BALANCE $ 40,317.34






Election & Registration Cont.
Supp1 ies
Radio Shack $ 21.54
Bill's Country Supply 39.00
Services
Withey Press $ 552.00
Burger Chef 76.66
Vernon Small 283.00
Jay's Fence Co. 180.00
Capitol Outlay
Douglas Mfg. Co. $ 396.65











Exeter & Hampton Electric $ . 526.86
Northern Utlities 1,526.10
Seabrook Firemens Assoc 11,609.66
Seabrook Beach Precinct 4,480.00
Vernon Small 289.86
Jerry Locke 56.50
L&S Lock Service 12.50
J.R. Rcsencrantz 1,175.00
Central Cleaning Service 170.00





Mosler Safe Co. 9.25
Servicemaster 99.38







Gulf Oil $ 37,457.79
Valley Oil 529.55
Benoit Medical Supply 97.09
Ocean & Forest Products 740.33
Treasurer, State of N.H. 352.40
Village Press 149.50




Bill's Country Supplies 519.33
Home Safety Equipment 75.35
Emerson, Inc. 40.58
Seabrook Office Supply 229.86
Gary Fowler 25.00
TCS Communications 1,068.00
Transco South, Inc. 739.66
Zayre 34.23
Nat. Sheriff's Assoc. 376.00
Nat. Judicial College 8.00
N.A.D.A. 70.00
Drivers License Guide 90.00








Richard Sherburne, Inc. 555.23
Comex Inc. 1,004.32
E.H. Quimby Co. 153.40
Central Equipment Co. 49.47
Jerry Locke & Sons 21.95
Neptune Home Furnishings 85.00
Big Al 's Gun Shop 13.41





Idento Guide Co. 3.50
W.S. Darley Co. 29.60
Seaport Studio 170.01









Robie Beckman Jr. 48.45
Don Barnard 67.50
Exeter & Hampton Electric 1,872,43
N.E. Telephone 4,188.49
Northern Utilities, Inc. 28.71
Robbins Auto Parts 85.09




Salisbury Auto Salvage 1,026.60
Dick's Tire 3,336.08
Big ATs ^ 5,151.79
Motortown Auto Parts 357.28
Depot Honda 79.20
Jack's Auto Parts 163.11
Donahue Motor Co. 76.01
Leo's Auto Repair 2,014.20
G.D. Frost Extinguishers 24.50
Jerry Locke & Sons 14.00
Driscoll's Marine 8.40
Idea Consultants 135.40
2 Way Communications 60.24
Bob's Garage 116.00
Whelen Eng. Co. 27.00
M&D Cycles Inc. 75.80
G&G Cycle Sales 39.95
Roger Moreau 3,590.30






Apex Auto Parts 326.86
Foss Motors Inc 6.44
Eagles Landing 4,143.94
McLean Subaru 37.90
Circle Motor Sales 20.80
Bill 's Country Supply 4.80
Seabrook Tire Center 13.00
S.P.N.H.F. 3.63
Hampton Medical Assoc. 35.00
Equity Publishing Co. 306.50
59
Police Department Cont.
Exeter Clinic $ 160.00
Paul Cronin 626.75
N.H Safety Council 125.75
I.A.C.P. 385.00
Driver's License Guide 17.90
Criminal Justice Program 200.00
A.S.I.M.F. 120.00
Cimarron Saloon 24.70
Essex County News 25.40
N.E.N.E.O.A. 15.00
N.H. Law Directory 120.50
N.H. Supreme Court 20.00
V. M. Eimicke Assoc. 85.90
Dean Glover 95.00
Union Leader Corp. 55.44
Nat. Rifle Assoc. 17.00
John Sarney, MD 80.00
N.H.A.C.P. 10.00
Nat. Auto Dealers 22.00
Master McGraths 53.95
The Times 132.69
Lucien Duford, MD 25.00
N.E. Institute 300.00
N.H. Trail Lawyers Assoc. 15.00
The Withey Press 108.00




Big Al 's Gun Shop 2,191.08
Timber Mart Inc. 192.20
R.P. Merrill & Son 525.90
Kittery Trading Post 226.80
George P. Dow 13.00
Portsmouth Refrigeration 725.00
Richard Hale 150.00
Bill 's Country Supply 41.04
Seacoast Wallpaper Co. 11.80







TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 564,136.28
REIMBURSEMENTS $ 4,247.13








Seabrook Office Supply 73.43
Benoit Medical Supply 1,252.79
Ocean & Forest Products 968.74
Johnson Lumber Co. 10.70
Hampton Fire Dept. 135.00
Bill's Country Supply 380.70
Emergency Medical Supply 42.50
Janvrin's Inc. 132.32
Market Basket Inc. 642.76
Snap-On Tools 57.56
Lynn Card Co. 38.50
Sears, Roebuck & Co. 37.31
Conway Associates 312.00
Zayres 29.94
Hardy & Pike 89.92
Stetson's Auto Body 36.00
The Village Florist 25.00
New England Telephone 137.32
Port Office Products 2.75
Alert-All Co. 46.35
Radio Shack 79.52
Norman R. Sanborn Co. 91.70
The Sanborn Co. 177.48
Clews Furniture 9.50
Martin P. Janvrin 11.90
Tom-Ray 47.97
Honey Bee Donut Shop 15.00
SERVICE S
Exeter & Hampton Electric $ 1,150.29
N.E. Telephone 1,555.78
Home Gas Corp. 221.52
Nanco 25.00
Timber Mart 129.35
Big Al 's 123.68
G.D. Frost Fire Extinguishers 200.50
Jerry Locke & Sons 66.25
Seabrook Machine Shop 12.00






Stetson's Auto Body ' 239.00
William Davis 3.00
61
Greenwood Motor $ 1,642.63
Dick's Tire 34.50
Marr Radio Corp. 25.00
Seabrook Tire 281.00
Johnson Lumber Co. 30.94
Emergency One Inc. 128.69
Circle Motor Sales 25.00
Davis Auto 72.00






Seabrook Family Laundry 58.95
Ben's Uniforms Inc. 2,446.36
Nat. Fire Protection 60.00
Ashworth by the Sea 27.60
Wilfred Roy 175.00
Ronald Eaton Jr. ' 20.00
Nat. Reg. of E.M.T. 20.00
State of N.H. 40.00
Campus Book Store 43.00
Freedom Drug 81.56





Lakes Region Fire School 300.00
Silver Sands Motel 332.00
Davis Publishing Co. 141.22
Croteau's Oil Co. 2.50
Taylor's Barber Shop 51.15
Factory Mutual Eng. 4.14





Seacoast Fire Chiefs 25.00
Seabrook Office Supply 27.35
Richard Cooper 540.00
Wood's Auto Supply 70.00
Capital Outlay
R.E. Prescott Co. $ 133.09
Conway Associates 4,962.09
Clews Furniture 109.00
R.L. Service, Inc. 79.92
G.D. Frost Extinguishers 50.65
Treasurer, State of N.H. 184.23
Johnson Lumber Co. 18.95



















































Rock. County News 71.92
UNH Marine Program 5.00
Strafford/Rock. Reg. Council 8.50
Parker Survey Assoc. 54.00
The Thoresen Group 7,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $ 8,310.11
BALANCE: $ 6,389.89









Philip Darling $ 565.84
McFarland Ford Sales 1,094.84
Ford Motor Credit Co. 359.92
Ronald Butler Sr. 30.00














Apex Auto Parts 30.87
Eric Simmons, DVM 106.00
Hampton Vet. Hospital 35.00
Neptune Home Furnishings 108.50
Bill's Country Supply 28.00
Capital Outlay
Rock. Feed & Supply $ 46.95
Howard Page 111 85.00
Heath kit Electronics 239.90
Philip Darling 25.00




















































































N. E. Telephone $ 418.58
Frank Valli 388.40
L & S Lock Service 21.75
Bill's Country Supply 7.86
Rock. Child & Family Services 815.00
Area Homemakers 2,000.00
Newmarket Reg. Health 800.00
Retired Senior Volunteers 100.00
Seacoast Reg. Counseling 3,000.00
Seacoast Visiting Nurses 5,400.00
Capital Outlay
Port Office Products $ 259.50






Masewic Scale Co. $ 152.90
William Maguire Co. 360.00
Janvrin's Inc. 39.31
Bill's Country Supply 51.14
State Line Supply Co. 23.05
Treasurer, State of N.H. 20.00
James A. Watts & Sons 234.13
Texas Refinery Corp. 357.06
Jerry Locke & Sons 439.49
Services
SCA Disposal Service $51,352.14
Town of Seabrook 518.69
Russell W. Janvrin 150.00
G.S. Truck & Equipment 444.90
Big Al's 9.10
Col cord & Sons 175.24
Red's Texaco 83.74
Hampton Motor Co. 1,745.93




Exeter & Hampton Electric 464.18
Treasurer , State of N.H. 35.00
Lloyd Perkins, Jr. 27.50
Masewic Scale Co. 113.00
66
Town Dump Cont.
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 57,897.65
BALANCE $ 10,102.35




Bill's Country Supply $ 88.58
Kings 62.47
Dodge's Agway 2,654.57
Summit Chemical Co. 98.64
N,H Welding 79.74






Leo's Auto Repair 524.60
Thomas Collins 108.40










John lafolla Co. $ 45,930.85
Penn Culvert Co. 846.60
Rila Precast Concrete 1,217.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 47,994.45
BALANCE $ 52,005.55
121 TOWN ROAD AI D
APPROPRIATION $ 548.00
Treasurer, State of N.H. $ 547.60







Granite State Minerals 7,528.75
E.N.Dixon Company 54.00
Robert Dow, Inc. 1 ,082.98
Valley Oil 1,115.45
Red's Texaco 5,205.77






Eastern Auto Parts 207.06
Rila Precast Concrete 237.00
Bill's Country Supply 1,030.84
Janvrin's Inc. 646.20
Jerry Locke & Sons 439.50
James A. Watts & Sons 252.13
R.C. Hazelton Co. 35.00
Motortown Auto Parts 2.69
State of N.H. M.V. 2.00
Texas Refinery Corp 1,147.33




New England Barricade 596.02
Seabrook Lumber Co. 40.34
Ocean & Forest Products 216.58
Yeo Chevrolet Inc. 95.00
Portsmouth Herald 27.00




Truck Sales & Service 220.87
Hampton Motor Co. 277.89
White's Weldina 234.80
Biq Al 's 310.34
J.R. Rosencrantz & Son 17.02
R.C. Hazelton Co. 1,261.40
Dick's Tire 626.50
Motortown Auto Parts 1,013.56
Robbins Auto Parts 79.27
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Dana's Auto Repair 12.00
Jordan-Milton Machinery 387.42
Red's Texaco 36.95
The Truck Store 79.59
James A. Watts & Sons 618.83
Eastern Auto Parts 20.15
Sea brook Tire 7,00












Norman Ma ryea 1 50.00



















Exeter & Hampton Electric Co. < 33,341.30



































Seabrook Bank & Trust
Mari Anne Motel
Gov. Weare Apartments
John Willis Sr. (rent)
Weare Park Assoc.
























































126 OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
APPROPRIATION
SERVICES






















Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Seabrook Post Office
Maine Bay Canvas




























































Janvrin's Inc. $ 47.11
Linsky Building Supply 97.46




Edmund W. Bartlett 20.70
Jerry Locke & Sons 439.50
James A. Watts & Sons 222.14
J.R. Rosencrantz & Son 23.55
SERVICES
J.R. Rosencrantz & Son S 179.43
Til ton Motor Sales 176.40
Big Al's 44.95
Motortown Auto Parts 7.69
Bill's Country Supply 12.59
Tamarack Tree Service 180.50
Paul Fitzgerald 240.00
Lloyd N. Perkins, Sr. 20.00
Maryea Mason Co. 3,190.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Til ton Motor Sales $ 719.80
Maryea Mason Co. 4,885.00






Atlantic Coast Fence $ 450.00
Union Flag Co. 119.70




Exeter Monument Works $ 525.00
Leo's Auto Repair "13.00
Bill's Country Supply 279.96
J.R. Rosencrantz & Son . 434.35
Janvrin's Inc. 532.93
Dodge's Agway 286.12
Metra Chem. Co. 222.98
Linsky Building Supply 16.00
Big Al's 47.90
Dick's Tire • 15.00
Vernon Small 216.74
Norman Maryea 25.00
John lafolla Co. 200.00
Johnson Lumber Co. 115.50
Ben's Uniforms Inc. 155.94
Atlantic Coast Fence 260.74
Exei-er & Hampton Electric 536.72
CAPITAL OUTLAY
J.R. Rosencrantz & Son $ 167,12
National Fence & Granite 3,500.00
Day's Landscaping 3,055.00






Amesbury Skate & Sport $ 2,594.75
Louise's Sport Shop 120.00
Gallagher's Sport Center - 542.90
Select Service & Supply 616.11
Elliot Morris Co. 273.35
Flaghouse Inc. 24.22
Canepa Bros. 136.73
Tree Line Inc. 56.38
Craig Orff 67.12
S & S Arts & Crafts 443.75
Zayre 46.37
Weeks Dairy 503.37
Portsmouth Produce Co. 277.00
Sun Ray Baking Co. 36.10
Lepage Bakeries 104.62
H.P. Hood Inc. 63.50
73
PYA/Monarch $ 130.29
Vincent Potato Chip 99.00
Fuller Menswear 107.10
Rich's 44.85
Eastern Lumber Co. 9.12
James Bailey Co. 2,427.00
Associated Foods 1,659.30
Gail Fowler 43.16
Smith Office Supply 144.42
Withey Press 53.00
SERVICES
N.H R.P.S. $ 1,137.00
Triangle Chemical Toilets 796.00
Berry Transportation 1,332.20
Basil S. Kinson, Inc. 570.00
Maureen Crowley - 12.00
Treatre Resources 120.00
Marty Henslee 50.00
Hooker-Howe Costume Co. 29.93
Trinity Church ^ 60.00
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Tetler & Holmes $ 20,356.90
Upton, Sanders, & Smith 3,246.76
Peter J. Loughlin 985.34
Robert D. Curley 5,508.75
Phil Michaud Garage 31.54
Palmer & Dodge 1,025.00
Julia Brown ^^^"22
Michael McCarthy 145.00
Taylor & Gray 65.00
Keith R. Nelson 35.50
Brown and Randlett
n "^n
- R. Lawrence Cullen ooJ nn
Kearns & Colliander 935.00






TOTAL EXPENDITURES S 0.00
BALANCE ^ 100.00
134 RETIREMENT & SOCIAL SE CURITY
APPROPRIATION ^ 78,000.00
N.H. Retirement System $ 66,108.25





First National Bank of Boston $100,000.00
Farmers Home Administration $ 2,615.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $102,615.00




First National Bank of Boston $ 75,615.00
Farmers Home Administration $ 2,095.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES ?; 77,710.00
BALANCE $ 0.00
138 INTEREST ON TEMPORARY LOANS
APPROPRIATION $100,000.00





TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 0.00
BALANCE $ 10,000.00
REFUNDS AND ABATEMENTS
Georqe Staples $ 10.00
Harold & Winifred Harq 27.50
Ida M. Cruciani 10.00
Michael Gordon 10.00
Thomas G. Egan 10.00
Leonard & Germaine Mullen 10.67
Walter S. Janvrin, Sr. 13.00
Robert and Barbara Bartlett 31.09
Russell W. Perkins 14.00
Dennis Costa 8.90
Albert S. Denuzzio 11 .00
Scott M. Nelson 1.50
Barbara and Erwin Doll off 2.00
Yvonne M. Moreau 10.00
Kathleen M. Wilson 10.00
Lloyd S. Armitage 111 .50
Deborah Gaul in 25.00
Joseph A. Deshais, Jr. 18.00
Thomas E. Neal 10.00























ART. 27 '79 DIXON LAND
BALANCE
ART. 31 '79 WATER IMPROVEMENTS
ENCUMBERED
BALANCE
ART. 20 '80 CEIP
BALANCE
























Art. 23 '80 TOWN OFFICE BUILDING
ENCUMBERED
$650,146.28





Warren J. Clattenburg $ 500.00
Essex County News $ 22.86
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $647,083.80
BALANCE $ 3,062.48
ART. 38 '80 CHASE PROPERTY STUDY
ENCUMBERED $ 15,983.68
Allen Organization $ 10,600.00
Seabrook Post Office 237.22
James Champoux 21.15
Rist-Frost Associates 1,471.35
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 12,329.72
BALANCE $ 3,653.96
ART. 39 '80 CHASE CONSTRUCTION
ENCUMBERED $500,000.00
Philip S. Tamblinq, AIA $ 16,949.51
James Champoux 9.80
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 16,959.31
BALANCE $483,040.69
ART. 42 '80 POLICE/FIRE PLANS
ENCUMBERED $ 10,000.00
Earl Wills $ 15.86
Seabrook Post Office 237.22
Hersey Associates 2,000.00
Capitol Offset Co. 545.25
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 2,798.33
BALANCE $ 7,201.67
ART. 48 '80 RECREATIONAL LAND
ENCUMBERED $ 13,204.05
The Times $ 108.21
Portsmouth Herald 144.00
Barder Land Consultant 1,000.00
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Metra Chemical Co. $ 367.54
Eastern Topographies 217.20
Corydon Perkins 550.00
Atlantic Coast Fence Co. 7,365.00
John lafolla Co. 350.00
R.A. Francoeur 1,250.00
John Durgin Assoc. 222.75




The Thoresen Group $ 5,000.00
Killion, Plodzik, & Sanderson 300.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 5,300.00
BALANCE $ 4,700.00
ART. 10 WATER IMPROVEMENTS
APPROPRIATION $800,000.00
Ti-Sales Inc. $ 3,090.00
Atlantic States Cast Iron 49,725.57
Red Hed Supply Inc. 96.00
Hilco Supply Inc. 1,782.00
Sumner & Dunbar Inc. 2,405.00
N.E. Barricade 206.42
Raymond P. Daigle 1,500.00
H.R. Prescott & Sons 170.22
Eureka Cement Lined Pipe 4,203.05
E.N. Dixon Co. 2,677.50
Town of Seabrook 1,223.48
Red's Texaco 102.00
Dodge' s Agway 69. 95
Lee Allard 12,160.00
Russell W. Janvrin 750.00
Everett J. Prescott Inc. 1,202.37
George A. Caldwell Co. 525.16
Properties, Inc. 285,054.73
John lafolla Co. 525.25




ART, n WATER EXPLORATION
APPROPRIATION $100,000.00
Jones & Beach $ 75,526.47
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 75,526.47
BALANCE S 24,473.53
ART. 12 OFFICE FURNITURE
APPROPRIATION $ 35,000.00






The Morley Company 735.00
Montgomery Ward 463.34
Exeter Handkerchief Co. 4,087.64
TOTAL EXPENDITURES ^ 36,473.38
OVERDRAFT -"'^ 1,473.38
ART. 16 RECREATION CENTER
APPROPRIATION $1,000,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 0.00
BALANCE $1,000,000.00
ART. 17 BALLFIELD LIGHTS
APPROPRIATION $ 15,000.00
Gem-Peerless Electric $ 14,345.00
For-Tek 300.00
Graybar Electric Co. 118.88
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 14,763.88
BALANCE $ 236.12
ART. 18 BALLFIELD RESTROOMS
APPROPRIATION $ 10,000.00
Paul Rubera $ 1,715.40
E.A. Wilson Co. 442.23
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Craftsmen Inc. $ 1 ,079.50
Norman Maryea 1 ,430.00
Duracrete Block Co. 1,013.01
Johnson Lumber 515.66
Eno Building Supplies 196.80
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 6,392.60
BALANCE $ 3,607.40
ART. 19 RECREATIONAL LAND
APPROPRIATION ?; 30,000.00
Corydon Perkins $ 4,449.00
For-Tek 7,304.00
Dick Gadsby Hot Top 6,900.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 18,653.00
BALANCE $ 11,347.00
ART. 22 PURCHA:E BEACH DUNES
APPROPRIATION $220,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES % 0.00
BALANCE $220,000.00
ART. 23 RESTORE MEETINGHOUSE
APPROPRIATION $ 32,000.00
Seabrook Lumber Co. $ 21.08
Eric Small 168.74
L.M. Douglas Co. 12,234.00
Richard Turcotte 2,001.28
George F. Burgess, Jr. 12,015.00
William S. Hammond 66.00
Vernon Small 1,323.05
Ronald Eaton, Jr. 420.00
Bill 's Country Supply 393.19
Hardy & Pike 587.85
Jerry Locke & Sons 1,187.59
Kelly Dodge 586.00
H.G. Webber 190.00




TOTAL EXPENDITURES % 32,000.00
BALANCE ?i 0.00
ART. 24 FIRE CHIEF'S CAR
APPROPRIATION $ 7,600.00





Stetson's Auto Body 58.50
Motortown Auto Parts 64.12
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 7,702.68
OVERDRAFT $ 102.68
ART. 31 1 TON TRUCK
APPROPRIATION S 10,000.00
The Times S 21.06
Portsmouth Herald 33.00
Yeo Chevrolet, Inc. 11,332.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 11,386.06
OVERDRAFT S 1,385.06
ART. 32 1 1/2 TON TRUCK
APPROPRIATION S 25,000.00
The Times $ 21,06
Portsmouth Herald 33.00
Hampton Motor Company 22,104.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES % 22,158.06
BALANCE S 2,841.94
ART. 34 GYNAN DOW LAND
APPROPRIATION S 6,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES % 0.00
BALANCE S 6,000.00














ART. 40 CAP AND DAY CARE
APPROPRIATION
$ 5,647.00




ART. 41 EXETER YOUTH GROUP HOME
APPROPRIATION S 4,000.00
Exeter Youth Group Home
. % 4,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 4,000.00
BALANCE $ 0.00
ART. 60 BROWN LIBRARY ROOF
APPROPRIATION S 15,000.00
B. L. Abrahams $ 9,787.45
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $ 9,787.45
BALANCE $ 5,212.55
ART. 63 MUNICIPAL BUILDING FUND
APPROPRIATION $100,000.00






Clarke Chandler, Treasurer $ 620,041.00
SEABROOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Frederick Felch, Treasurer !';i ,341,632.00
WINNACUNNET HIGH SCHOOL
Paul Nersesian, Treasurer $1,025,542.60
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PAYROLL
David W. Bagley Sr.
Edqar Beckman
Richard P. Beckman
Robie M. Beckman Jr.
Lurene K. Bel 1













Howard J . Brown











Fred L . Chase Jr
.
Robert Chrigstrom








Paul J . Croni n




James E . Curl ey Jr.
David A. Currier
Philip Darling
Joseph L. Del isle Jr.




























































Kathleen L. Hickey 990.00
George Humes 727.00
Gertrude Humphrey 57.49
Ernest D. Janvrin 17,230.86
Frank E. Janvrin 13,719.41
Harold F. Janvrin 662.00
Harold N. Janvrin 1,647.50
Martha Janvrin 11.86
Martin P. Janvrin 21,536.10
Richard C. Janvrin Sr. 33.00
Anthony Johonnett 375.00
Russell C. Jones 86.69





Frank L. Knowles Jr. 20,886.56
Franklin W. Knowles 634.00
Kevin Knowles 93.50
Lester M. Knowles 506.00
Milan W. Knowles 10,226.78
Robert Knowles 49.50
Warner B. Knowles 19,976.96
Robin E. Kristiansen 2,304.00
Horation C. Lattime 17,208.12
Michael Lavoie 6,738.11
Clyde F. Littlefield 11,957.70
Walter Littlefield 280.50
Earlene U. Locke 2,000.00
Robert Locke 675.00
Laura MacLean 2,376.00
Patrick D. Manthorn 19,845.78
Charlotte K. Marshall 74.83
Cynthia L. Marshall 285.76
April R. Marston 66.50
Patricia McKenzie 11.86
David Mekalian 192.00
Judith R. Melanson 3,771.14
Dennis W. Merrill 11,441.82
Richard Merrill 79.75
Catherine M. Nelson 1,112.00
William D. Nickles 20,173.74
Dorothy Nicholson 86.69
Lawrence H. O'Brien 16,696.38
Craig R. Orff 13,701.74
Howard C. Page III 23,091.81
Frank J. Palazzo 3,000.00
Priscilla L. Palazzo 110.26












































John A. Yell Jr.

















































Selectmen, Chairman yearly $ ?,500.00
Selectmen, Members yearly 2,000.00
Tax Collector yearly 15,000.00
Treasurer yearly 14,000.00
Town Clerk yearly 15,000.00
Clerks weekly 200.-232.00
Asst. Clerks weekly 169.-196.00
Part-time Clerks hourly 4.50
Building Inspector yearly 7,000.00





Permanent Men weekly 275.-291.00





Permanent Men weekly 256.-297.00
Call Firemen ( % ) yearly 700.00
Part-time Men hourly 6.00
HIGHWAY, CEMETERY, RUBBISH, HEALTH:
Highway Agent weekly 300.-348.00
Asst. Highway Agent weekly 258.-299.00
Permanent Men weekly 233.-270.00
Part-time Men hourly 5.50
WATER DEPARTMENT:
Foreman weekly 298.-345.00
Permanent Men weekly 233.-270.00
Part-time Men hourly 5.50
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1981
REPORT OF THE WATER DEPARTMENT
There were 287,167,520 aallons of water pumped during
1981, a decrease of 59,960,170 over the previous year. This
decrease was observed in the summer months by the users
observing our water ban better than the previous year.
Industrial and commercial use increased from 102,515,140
gallons in 1980 to 107,983,320 in 1981. This increase is
attributed to U.S.M. Corp. -Bailey Division who had an increase
of almost 6,000,000 gallons.
There were 38 new water services installed in 1981.
Two large water services were installed in 1981. The
first was one six inch service for E.N. Dixon Co. off True
Road for fire protection only to his lot subdivision. The
second was an eight inch water service installed at the new
Town Office at the Route 1 Traffic Circle.
A 12 inch water main was installed from the west end
of Weare Road under Route 107 and along Route 107 to a new well
field near the Kensington town line. Approximately 112 acres
of land was purchased in Seabrook and in Kensington. Three
ten inch production wells will be drilled early in 1982.
These wells are artesian or rock wells about 500 feet deep.
If everything goes favorably, these wells could go on line
about the middle of 1982 producing about 1,000,000 gallons
per day.
Again we want to thank you for the cooperation shown
during the summer months for limiting outside use of water.
Hopefully if the new wells produce sufficiently enough water,







Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Balance






Late Fees & Bad Check Fees
Hydrant Repair
Backflow Prev. Device Testing
Overpayment










































Balance January 1, 1981
Total 1981 Receipts
Less payments
Bal . Arlington Trust per stmt,
Deposits not credited
Less outstanding checks


















State Line Supply Co.









Georqe A. Caldwell Co.




C.A. Turner Co. , Inc.
Eureka Cement Lined Pipe










Publ ic Works Supply
John lafolla Co. , Inc.
Robert Dow, Inc.




























































C.A. Turner Co., Inc.
Utilities











James R. Rosencrantz & Son
John lafol la Co. , Inc.
Parco Engineering










Jones & Beach Engineers
Hoi lis G. Eaton
Corydon Perkins, Sr.
L.W. Morgridge & Son
Cliff Newgard
Circle Motor Sales
J.B. Harrington & Son
N.H. Water Supply
Water Service Consultant
John lafolla Co. , Inc.
E.N. Dixon Co. , Inc.
Kill ion, Plodzik & Sanderson







































































































Amount of Original Issue
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Town Clerk 9:00-12:30 1
Weds 8





























3rd Tuesday of each month
4th Wednesday of each month
Persons wishing to meet with the
Selectmen or requesting information
should call 474-3252.
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